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"At midnight the Cry is heard, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him." COL 406.

"The parable of the 10 Virgins of Matthew 25... HERE IS BROUGHT TO VIEW THE CHURCH living in the last Days." GC 393. L884 SOP 4:242.

"I am often referred to the parable of the 10 Virgins, five of whom were wise, and five foolish. This parable has been and will be fulfilled to the very letter, for it has a special application to this time, and, like the Third Angel's Message, has been fulfilled and will continue to be present truth till the close of time. In the parable, the 10 Virgins had lamps, but only 5 of them had the saving OIL with which to keep their lamps burning. This represents the condition of the Church." RH A2:419. August 19, 1890.

"The sleepers, suddenly awakening, spring to their feet. They see the procession moving on, bright with torches and glad with music... But 5 have no oil... While they went to buy, the procession moved on, and left them behind. The 5 with lighted lamps joined the throng, and entered the house with the bridal train, and the Door was Shut. When the foolish Virgins reached the banqueting hall, they received an unexpected denial... They were left standing without, in the empty street, in the blackness of the night." COL 406.

"As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for the Bridegroom, He told His disciples the story of the 10 Virgins, by their experience illustrating the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live just before His second coming." COL 406. 1903.
SERIES #4 of the 10 Virgin Parable is a welcome addition to our growing interest in this Midnight Hour Message.

FROOM was appointed by the General Conference in 1933 to steer the prophetic Future of the Church.

HE FORGOT to allow for the Midnight Cry to take place before the Loud Cry.

The "40-year Plan" culminating in "Mission '73" made no provision for the Midnight Cry. The President of the Conference, the full Autumn Council, the SDA MINISTRY Magazine, the R&H, all admit that FROOM's "40-year Plan".

As "MISSION '73" meshed with Billy Graham's "KEY '73" - as the Catholics came in to make the 3-fold Union.

The "THRUST" they intended to make, the "EXPLOSION" of Megaton proportions EEC promised as a result of his "All-night Prayers" - failed to materialize.

In surprising and public candor - they admit this. It broke the Heart of FROOM. What went Wrong? Does this Parable hold the Answer — ???

THE PUBLISHERS...
CHURCH TRIUMPHANT SERIES #4.
THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE.
April -- -- -- 1976

SABBATH LESSON SERIES -- -- -- -- -- -- Matt.25:

LESSON # 1

1. WHAT IS THIS PARABLE ABOUT?
   It is about the Sealing.

2. HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS ABOUT THE SEALING?
   "At Midnight the cry is heard,"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him!"...The 5 (Wise!) with lighted lamps JOINED the THRONG, and entered the house WITH the bridal train, and the Door was Shut."COL 406.

3. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT IS THE SEALING?
   "...and the Door was Shut!" Matt. 25:10.

   "While they went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them behind ... and the Door was Shut. When the Foolish Virgins reached the Banqueting hall, they received an unexpected denial(they were led by Brinsmead to believe that they were:"Justified!" and by Roy A. Anderson + From to believe that they were:"Saved!"

   "...the FOOLISH...received an UNEXPECTED denial..."I know you not." They were left standing WITHOUT, in the empty street, in the BLACKNESS of the Night."COL 406.

5. WHAT DID THE FOOLISH SEEK -- IN THAT TOO-LATE HOUR?
   Without dispute they sought Oil. Matt.25:8-10.

6. WHAT DOES "OIL" REPRESENT?
   All are aware that "OIL" is Symbolic of the Holy Spirit.
   "The Wise took OIL in their vessels with their Lamps."
   ....the grace of God, the regenerating, enlightening POWER of the Holy Spirit." GC 394.

7. WHY DO THE FOOLISH MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH FAIL?
   They heard too many "DO NOT FIND FAULT" Sermons.

8. SHOULD A CHRISTIAN FIND FAULT?
   Only the Cabbage -- the complete Moron goes around with a frozen Smile on his face, finding Fault with NOTHING! "IDIOTS will not be Responsible." 3T:161.

9. IS NOT FINDING FAULT WITH THE BRETHREN A GREAT SIN?
   If there is a great Fault; those are not "BRETHREN!"
10. IF THEY ARE NOT "BRETHREN" - WHAT ARE THEY?
We are supposed to read the Testimonies - considering TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES. That is why we are putting out 5 SERIES of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE to keep it up-to-date as the Scroll Unrolls. When the first (Duplicated) PARABLE was put out in 1961.

We could see only Darkly through a Glass: the Eggs that were laid, that have since been Hatched. Who would ever have believed in 1961, the EVENTS that are far beyond the Embryo Stage now - but, as we shall see in the following Pages: are now going with "The Speed of Lightning!" We are the foremost Historians and Students in the World - of keeping Track of "EVENTS" and "...in their Order."

11. WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH DEFINITION OF "BRETHREN"?
Ah! Yes! Since that Year 1961, we have many "FORMER BRETHREN!" But just what Species of Birds or Animals were they? The 10 VIRGIN PARABLE goes thru several Phases or Stages.

12. WHAT-WHEN + WHERE: WAS THE FIRST STAGE?
The ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" was NOT 1888- as the "TRUSTEES" that"... cannot=be=Tusted!" TM 361,356,146,106,376,386: have been trying to palrn off.

There were a Series of 4 Books called:"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" SERIES and also called: "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" SERIES.

BOOK ONE of that Series - written in 1870; is the Book now known as: "PATRIARCHS + PROPHETS." It was CHANGED, but apparently there was an outcry; so they changed it BACK! So the PRESENT BOOK is actually an IMPROVEMENT over some Older Editions. But to get the REAL BOOKS that used to be: "Collector's Items" until we had many Re-printed, and now to save Face: the Conference re-printed them; get the Series of 4 for about $15.00 from BBH.

BOOK FOUR of that Series - written in 1884; is the Book now known as: "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY." We refer to it now as: "1884 GC" or "1884 SoP 4:" or "1884 GC SoP 4:" the 1888 Book was the first man-made FAKE! (No need to get Offended at the TRUTH! Just get the GENUINE ORIGINAL BOOK! And go by it or be SORRY! The Soul you Save may be your own!) We want the ORIGINAL!
13. WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE THE ORIGINAL?
Since probably less than 1 in 100 have the ORIGINALS, we use as much as possible the Book you have if there is not too much Difference. Then again, if we do go to the ORIGINAL, we give you the page in your Book, so you can Check + Compare.

14. WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES?
In the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE - the Message WAS - that PART of the MIDNIGHT CRY - the FIRST PART. (We are even AFRAID to look in your Book lest we become Confused, so we go straight to the ORIGINAL). "In the PARABLE of the 10 Virgins, Matt.25, the experience of Adventists is illustrated by the INCIDENTS (Watch that word! Grasp its Meaning!) the INCIDENTS of an Eastern marriage. "Then shall the kingdom of Heaven be likened unto 10 Virgins, which took their Lamps, and WENT FORTH...." 1884 GC=SoP 4:242-3.(393)

15. WHY DO YOU CALL THAT: "PHASE ONE?"
The Fact of History is, that the Messages of 1843-4 are erroneously being passed off by some Adventist Ministers as: "Go ye FORTH to meet Him!" We would ask these Gentry where they can find such a Statement in the Bible or in the Testimonies? Matt.25:1 reads they took their Lamps and: "...went FORTH to meet the Bridegroom."

The ORIGINAL 1884 GC SoP 4:242-3 as shown above uses the same Term: "...and WENT FORTH."

Also, since we are to be CORRECT as this will be fulfilled:"...to the very Letter!" (See p.1.) it behooves us than to pay more attention to FACTS OF FAITH rather than be entangled in TRADITIONS OF MEN that make the Word of God of none-effect.

16. IN THIS CASE: WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE?
This is where they REALLY messed around with "GREAT CONTROVERSY" - try to find the Chapter headings in your Book: "1st. Angel's Message." "2nd. Angel's Message." "3rd. Angel's Message."

Since the Messages are going to be:"REPEATED" and:"In their ORDER", the entire ORDER of the Messages was disrupted in your "GREAT CONTROVERSY": there is NO ORDER THERE AT ALL! The "ORDER" is GONE!

17. WHAT WAS THE ORDER IN THE ORIGINAL BOOK?
18. WHAT IS IN BETWEEN P. 241-272 ???

If the Messages are to be repeated in their "ORDER" and if the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" "SWELLS INTO" the "LOUD CRY"; what is it that "SWELLS INTO" the "3rd. MESSAGE"? What comes BEFORE the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"?


19. WOULD YOU REPEAT THAT AGAIN?

[2] But since they were obviously mistaken, and the Bridegroom did not come - there was a "...TARRYING TIME" in which "...they ALL slumbered + slept." 25:5.
[3] This was no "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" they were NOT MOVING=AT=ALL! "Ministers...will NEVER arouse men and women from their DEATHLIKE SLUMBER...Ministers have no power to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP themselves. Sleeping preachers preaching to a sleeping people!"
[4] This is why the "LAST WORK" has to go "CONTRARY to any human PLANNING!" TM 300,507.
[5] The Ministers who so successfully put the whole congregation to Sleep are NOT going to Wake them up to give any "LOUD CRY!"

20. THAT IS A MOST SERIOUS CHARGE - PROVE THAT POINT.

This is a two-edged Sword:

EDGE [1]
(A) They are ASLEEP, right?
(B) They have NO POWER to AROUSE them.
(C) If God left it to those Ministers, and did not call "WATCHMEN!"; they would "...SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" 8T:304. SG 4:61. "...SLEEP on to their everlasting RUIN!" TM 182. "SLEEPING on Guard!" 8T:252.

EDGE [2] Writing in Retrospect in the ORIGINAL CHAPTER entitled "THE TARRYING TIME": the "TEN VIRGINS" "WENT FORTH" in 1843-4 but then they fell "...into the State denoted in the PARABLE by the SLUMBERING of the Virgins during the TARRYING TIME." 1884 GC-SoP 4:243. (Try your Book 392-5.)

21. HOW MANY STAGES ARE THERE THEN - TO THIS PARABLE?

[1] False Alarm Time 1843-4 - they: "...went FORTH."
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[3] And then STAGE (3) • "Then ALL those Virgins arose..."

22. IS THERE ANYONE IN ALL THE WORLD THAT DENIES THAT?

Yes. BRINSMEAD denied that. In his Inimical + reckless style = oblivious to "IT IS WRITTEN" — he jangles with Facts as did HOUTEFF + ROGERS before him, just like BALL- ENGER + CANRIGHT + KELLOGG: the Book that entire Advent- ist Churches bought, including the Minister, and they could find:"NOTHING WRONG!" with it: we had a hard Time finding anything "RIGHT!" — with it.

There must be 30 major Delusions in that Book; the Book CLIMAXES with a major DELUSION. Look back to the Top of the Page; what does the Bible say? Does Sr. White speak in Harmony with the Bible? That "ALL" those Virgins not only "AWOKE" — but "AROSE" — not only "AROSE" but also "TRIMMED THEIR LAMPS"; and not only did all of that but went out very energetically to seek "OIL!" in the TOO-LATE HOUR! COL 406,412.

How can we BEND the Bible + Testimonies to fit BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" — RDB "Behold the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him!" To heed this Call will MEAN the SEAL of God. A FAILURE to RESPOND will MEAN the MARK of the BEAST..." BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.206-7.1959.

(We do not intend here to go into a long Dissertation on this Point. But we Hope you are Intelligent enough that a "Word to the Wise is sufficient" for you to put this away in your Memory: AND=NEVER=FORGET=IT! Just because we brush over many things QUICKLY; we know that people need to hear something 7 Times before they hear it once, but we think you should read this PARABLE RELEASE 7 TIMES and MARK the KEY-POINTS in RED or BLUE or GREEN; so it becomes ALIVE and LIGHTS UP!)

(REMEMBER NOW! We are depending on you to be WISE ENOUGH to see that this AUSTRALIAN AWAKENING TEST, for how to re- ceive the SEAL of God or the MARK of the BEAST, is some- thing never before heard of in Earth or Heaven; and it is "FOR THE BIRDS!" The UNCLEAN BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE!)

23. WHAT DID THE FOOLISH VIRGINS RESPOND TO?

[1] FIRST - the WISE responded to the CRY from OUTSIDE the CHURCH! Their Preachers were unable to AROUSE them at all; so in Mercy the Lord calls 11th. Hour men BEFORE MIDNIGHT! COL 399,79. SM 2:16. CWE 26. 9T:73. RH A3:473. "CONTRARY to any HUMAN PLANNING. TM 300,507.
[2] SECOND - the FOOLISH being without OIL=OF=DISCERNMENT; fail to Understand or Appreciate the Message of the 11th. Hour men, and prefer to Light their Tapers at BABYLON'S ALTAR! BLIND as Bro. Bays VIRGINIA BATS in the Coal Fields! They go from AUSTRALIAN SEA to the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C.—seeking "LIGHT!" "OIL!" "CHARACTER!" "DISCERNMENT!"

WASHINGTON has NO LIGHT! Else there is NO MEANING to the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE! For according to that PARABLE: they are not only in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS, but that DARKNESS=CANNOT=BE=PEENETRATED=NO=MATTER=HOW=MANy=TRY! "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT - IMPENETRABLE as sackcloth of Hair." COL 414. This DARKNESS will largely be MESMERISM. EW 59,124-5. They will clamor on the Devil's Train. EW 88,263. They will LOVE it because it was what their Leaders told them to look for: NOT a "LITTLE FLOCK" but a Big Starry-eyed "MOVEMENT" of which they would be the "HEAD + NOT THE TAIL" - as they TRIED so DESPERATELY in MISSION=KEY 73: with the URGING of FROOM + BRINSMHEAD + HEPPENSTALL + CLEVELAND + CARCICH + WRIGHT + WRONG.

And now in VIENNA '75 they Voted to TRY AGAIN! Anything but Listen to the 11th. Hour men! "But now Time is almost finished, and what we have been YEARS LEARNING, they will have to learn IN=A=FEO=MONTHS...Those who would NOT receive the MARK of the Beast + his Image when the Decree goes forth, must have decision NOW to say, NAY, we will NOT regard the Institution of the BEAST." EW 67. We will NOT keep Billy Graham's SUNDAY on the Pope's EASTER! We will NOT join the other Churches!

24. WHY DO YOU BRING THAT IN HERE AT THIS POINT?

Because the FOOLISH VIRGINS, getting RATTLED because they have NO HOLY SPIRIT; fail to see any Light in the 11th. Hour or 12th. Hour MESSAGE, "The GREAT APOSTASY will develop into DARKNESS, deep as MIDNIGHT...but OUT of that NIGHT=OF=DARKNESS; God's LIGHT=WILL=SHINE. At this Time a MESSAGE from God is to be proclaimed, a MESSAGE ILLUMINATING in its influence + saving in its Power." COL 415.

25. WHY DO THE FOOLISH FAIL TO APPREHEND THIS MESSAGE?

No OIL. No HOLY SPIRIT. Not QUICK to know the DIFFERENCE. Up to this Time, there was seen "NO=DIFFERENCE=BE=TWEE=N=THEM." COL 408. But now, due to what is here called "A CRISIS!" of some sort, they can no longer COAST ALONG in Blissful ignorance, but must make a PUBLIC DECISION!
26. WHY DO THE FOOLISH REALLY FAIL?

It is so simple it is almost unbelievable. The ones called "The people of God..." 1T:179. But this designation, this truth, this light, God knew the hands of men would do violence to the Text as they took it OUT of EW 269, but God preserved it for us in the ORIGINAL 1T:179. "The people of God..." 1T:179. And Brother Davis found it also in the ORIGINAL RH Al:32, with other Light not found either in 1T:179 nor in EW 269.

Now when the UNBELIEVERS that GRADUATE out of the SEMINARIES as "...educated DUNCEs," or as "...educated WORLDLINGs." FCE 44,536. Magen + Spaulding 443. "...educated INFIDELS." (harnessed to the )"...car of Superstition and Heresy." 7T:167-8.

When these Ministerial Graduates coming out of the SDA Seminary; tell us the:"SHAKING" or "17 VIRGIN PARABLE" was all done + gone in 1844, this ORIGINAL TEXT from RH Al:32. Dec.31,1857 — with — FOREWORD by JW telling us: "The following Testimony points out some of the fearful dangers, and conflicts of the FUTURE..." JW.

27. WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THAT?

Listen! In the "FUTURE!" — the "PEOPLE OF GOD" — will give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans."

28. WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE IN EW 269?

Instead of the 11th. Hour men coming TO the Laodiceans and Designated as "The people of God..." doing this, EW degrades this to a mere, undefined, unhonored:"SOME!" When the Message they bring "...TO the Laodiceans... The solemn Testimony upon which the DESTINY of THE CHURCH HANGS." EW 270. 1T:181. RH Al:32.

29. WHAT DIFFERENCE IS SEEN IN THAT TESTIMONY BETWEEN THE WISE AND THE FOOLISH? BETWEEN THE GOLD + THE DROSS?

[1] The 11th. Hour men, the People of God, the Wise [are deeply CONCERNED, DISTRESSED, at what they KNOW is coming on the Earth; at the UNION of THE CHURCH with all these WORLDLY BABYLONIANS coming in and taking over the Church Pulpits — PAID to do it!

[2] The Foolish ENJOY the Show, the Entertainment, they see nothing WRONG; see the Words in EW 270-1. 1T:180-2. "They seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS(couldn't-care-less!) CARELESS(Yes! That's all it took!). They were NOT RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut.-9-
them in like a THICK CLOUD. The Angels of God LEFT these. ...His Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT..."

30. IS THAT HOW EASY IT IS TO BE LOST?
Yes! Let the Message go on all around them, and neither SEE it-nor KNOW it-nor do what they can to HELP it, but just be INDIFFERENT to it all, and they are SEALED -- on the WRONG SIDE!

31. HOW DO WE KNOW THIS IS THE SEALING?
See the SEALING top of page - EW 271. Then see this FOLLOWED at the bottom of the page - by the:"Latter Rain, the Refreshing...the Loud Cry."

32. HOW DID THE FOOLISH MISS OUT IN THIS DRAMA?
"The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of Error, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to minds which are NOT WORKED by the Holy Spirit, and which, THEREFORE, are not QUICK to discern THE DIFFERENCE between Truth + Error." SM 1:202.

33. WHAT ARE THESE BABYLONIANS TRYING TO SELL ADVENTISTS?
Throughout Adventism now - SNEERING at "Character-Building" - SNEERING at: "The CURSE of the LAW" - SNEERING at what THEY call "LEGALISM!" - SNEERING at or avoiding: All the Sanctuary Truths.

SUMMARY AND REVIEW
[1] "OIL" is the Key-Word in this Parable. The BABYLONIANS now being called in + PAID to ENTERTAIN Adventists; all SNEER at the need of "CHARACTER-BUILDING!"
[2] "OIL" according to TM 234,338,510-1 is something: "IMPARTED" on that "NARROW PATH" as we "DAILY" seek to "CULTIVATE" a "LIVING EXPERIENCE" keeping connected by "GRACE" to the "SOURCE of ALL POWER + EFFICIENCY" as we "PRAY" to the "MOST HOLY PLACE" the Angels "EMPTY FROM THEMSELVES THE GOLDEN OIL OF TRUTH" into the Heart of those who "IMPART to OTHERS" as they DEVELOP a "CHARACTER" as they seek it "DAILY BY FAITH" - "FIRM...ACTS of FAITH"

JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING THE BABYLONIANS DENY
"That OIL is the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ. It represents CHARACTER...Each must obtain for himself a CHARACTER...a complete SEPARATION between the RIGHTEOUS + THE WICKED...members of the same Family are SEPARATED..."IN THAT DAY THAT I MAKE UP MY JEWELS...OBEIDENT to GOD'S COMMANDMENTS...they shall enter in through the Gates into the City, and have right to the Tree of Life." TM 234,338,510-1.
THESE BABYLONIANS HAVE A 10 POINT ARGUMENT

(1) It is all by Faith "ALONE!" This is #1 on their Hit-Parade. Or call it "ONLY" Believe!

(2) Fall for ONE of their Premises, and you Fall for ALL! For, like Dominos, one Falls after the other. So with that; they want it all "DONE!" on the Cross. By Proxy. NOTHING for them to "DO!" How they HATE: DO!DO!DO! They wake up at Night - SCREAMING about: "DO!DO!DO!"
These are the "DO-NOTHINGS" and the "KNOW-NOTHINGS."

(3) Therefore they want to remain AS=THEY=ARE without any CHANGE=CONVERSION=REGENERATION but want to be "SAVED!" and "JUSTIFIED!" By a Wish + a Prayer! At this very Meeting! I elect myself - judge myself - that I am "SAVED!" How I love to proclaim it! This is the "NOW!" Generation. They want their Kingdom: "NOW!"

(4) Thus they DENY any need to BUILD=FORM=DEVELOP any OIL=CHARACTER(TM 234-5). DENY any "GOING=ON=TO=PERFECTION" or any need of "SANCTIFICATION", which they Rail at as being "LEGALISM!" as they set forth their own Set-Dogmas and their own Code of "LEGALISM!" Babylon-style.

(5) Thus they LEGALISTICALLY set forth Rules for God to abide by: the Beginning of Magic is to Control the TRANSCENDENT=POWERS by KANTIANISM so that the GREAT GENIE will Run, Bark, Roll-over, Play-dead → grant us the Golden Goblet of "JUSTIFICATION!" and give us a "CHARACTER!" if and when we say → by our Wish + a very fleeting Prayer → while we, above all → DO-NOTH-ING! THAT, in case no one told you, is MAGIC! That is modern "EVANGELICALISM!" Those who lay the Ground-Work for LAWLESSNESS + SPIRITUALISM!

(6) These LEGALISTS who turn the Tables on God, instead of: "Blessed are they that DO His COMMANDMENTS." They think to CHANGE Times + Laws by LEGALISTICALLY ORDER-ING GOD: BRINSMEAD STYLE! A=B=C! [A] Christ is in Heaven. [B] The LAW is in Heaven. [C] He can KEEP it THERE! This is their A=B=C LEGALISM!

(7) IN SUMMARY: they do not ASK God → they TELL God! The LAST thing this is, is "FAITH!" The Testimonies have a very good Word for it: "Wilt thou know, O VAIN MAN that FAITH without WORKS, is DEAD!"...It is not FAITH...It is PRESUMPTION." GC 472. They do not have a Scintilla of "FAITH!" to BELIEVE that God=will=not=let=them=Die=if=they=keep=the=Sabbath! They have NO-FAITH that God + the Angels + the Holy Spirit will Help them to Cleanse their Souls + Form a CHARACTER!
(8) In Formulating their own Brand of DOGMATIC LEGALISTIC requirements for God to Bark, Jump, Run at the Whip=Lash of their Command. "The Contest is between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men." 5T:81. They look BACK on the Old Spurgeon Theological Dumps in which is found all the Old Crock + Bottles of a By-Gone Day; the Third Angel's Message being given to CORRECT their Thinking on HELL=LAW=CHARACTER=SEALING : they choose to revert BACK to what Won the Beer-Hall Crowd, NO=RITEOUSNESS=WITHIN! Therefore they want NO-NEW-MESSAGE but go BACK to their Wallowing in the First Apartment Mire! As the Scroll Unrolls we see New Light in this Statement; LIGHT to come "...TO OUR PEOPLE." From whom?

"Cry aloud...show MY PEOPLE their Transgressions...A MESSAGE that will AROUSE (the Sleeping Virgins!) AROUSE the Churches is=to=be=proclaimed. Every effort is to be made to give the LIGHT, not=only=TO=our=people, but to the World...OUR=OWN=PEOPLE need to have the LIGHT placed before THEM in clearer lines." 8T:160. 1904.

(9) Since the BABYLONISH=SPURGEON=BILLY GRAHAM=JW=HWA=JEWS=OF=TEL=AVIV=SDA=RC=WCC=NCC=NAE=Confederacy of Evil want to Revive the "AGE=TO=COME" + the "SECOND CHANCE" Theory: in which they Push-Button + Order God to give them a "CHARACTER!" when Christ-Messiah comes, to escape present Duties + Obedience, this Relief from Law, removes one of the greatest Moral restraints from the human Race. The Seed sown, the Crop sprouting up everywhere: all ready for the Slaughtering Angels + the 7 Last Plagues. This is the Result of EVANGELICAL LEGALISM!

The Phenomenon seen in stepped-up Tempo since the Debacle of KEY-MISSION '73, the HIRING of BOB LARSON (Exorcist) WILLIAM R. TIFFAN (Southern California director of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship for 25 College + University Campuses: why not add the SDA LLU to the List?) WOLFHART PANNENBERG (Dialoguing at LLU under the Auspices of the Edward Heppenstall Endowment Committee) and then the entertainment in between times to see how closely they can MIMIC the THEATRICAL ENTERTAINERS; by the COONS, the PROVONSHAS, the PEASES, the HMSR'S, and SWITCH PULPITS with the CATHOLICS! anything for a FREE-SHOW! EMOTIONAL EXTRAVAGANZAS. All set and all ready for GC 443-5,606-8.

"Some who profess RIGHTEOUSNESS will, like Judas, betray
their Lord into the hands of His bitterest Enemies. These SELF-CONFIDENT ones, determined to have their own way + to advocate their own ideas, will go on from BAD to WORSE, un- till they will pursue ANY COURSE rather than give up their own will. They will go on BLINDLY in the way of Evil, but, like the deluded PHARISEES, so self-deceived that they think they are doing God's service. Christ portrays the course which a CERTAIN CLASS will take when they have a chance to develop their true Character "And ye shall be BETRAYED both by parents, and BRETHREN,(some "BRETHREN!") and kinsfolks, and friends; and some of you they cause to be put to Death." ...And now, Brethren, I entreat you not to interpose be- tween me + the people, and turn away the LIGHT which God would have come to(TO) to them...DO NOT, by your lack of SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT, make of this agency of God a rock of offense whereby MANY shall be caused to STUMBLE + FALL, "and be SNARED, and be taken." 5T:690-1. TM 233. GC 338-9.

Says one Theologian: "He is a LIBERAL Preacher!"
Says the other: "I say he is an Old FOOL!"

(Speaking in Reference to UNIVERSAL SALVATION - the Theme of the MAXWELL SPIRITUALISTIC BOOK: "Man The World Needs Most" - the Devils Train now down the Omega Tracks Hell- Bent for Awakening Curve, calling on the ANTICHRIST!)

Why not buy the "HOW=TO=DO=IT" Occult Books? If "LOVE" is "UNLIMITED" anyway : why not CHARMS=MEDALLIONS=POTIONS=SECRETS of "LOVE!" - Master Witchcraft - Book of Spells do not have to go to COON - to learn "MAKE=ANYONE=DO=ANY= THING=YOU=MENTALLY=COMMAND=WITH=YOUR=MIND=ALONE!" "EXTRA=SENSORY=PERCEPTION". or just "EXTRA SENSELESS DECEPTION?"

Better read "NATIONAL ENQUIRER" Jan.20, 1976. p.26 TV's CLIFTON DAVIS warning about playing around with the Devil!

All these multitudinous winding + twisting cunningly de- vised Fables come to one natural Conclusion: THE LAW CANNOT NEED-NOT BE KEPT! IMPOSSIBLE TO FORM A CHARACTER! A SIN TO TRY! "JUSTIFICATION" is all-in=all! Read HALF of "STEPS TO CHRIST", but do not Read the other HALF! For a Grand Summary of all this: TAPE M-13 "THE REFORMATION + ADVENTISM" by G.PAXTON 120 minutes. $3.00. PRESENT TRUTH, PO Box 1311, Fallbrook, Calif.92028. (See also how they are Twisting the Arm of EGW to go along with this Sophis- try:"Book 1. "THE THEOLOGY OF E.G.W." $5.00. Also ask for "Donor's Bulletins" to know what is going on........)
(10) PAXTON=BRINSMEAD in their combined attack against
the main Doctrine of the Third Angel's Message;
which is the BUILDING of a CHARACTER, which is the
Primary Point in which the FOOLISH VIRGINS FAIL =A=B=C.
(A) For they go looking for "OIL"(CHARACTER=DISCERN-
MENT) in the TOO-LATE HOUR! Thus they fail.
(B) The complete: "DO-NOTHING" DEFEATISM in the FUTILITAR-
IAN Doctrine of FATALISM - the Curse of India + British
SHAKESPEAREANISM - leave it all to KARMA or FATE. DES-
TINY is not yours to CONTROL. Blame it all on God! Thus:
"The Reins of SELF-CONTROL are laid upon the Neck of
Lust, the Powers of Mind + Soul are made subject to the
animal propensities, and Satan exultingly sweeps into
his net THOUSANDS who PROFESS to be followers of Christ...
by the LYING=CLAIMS=OF=SPIRITUALISM..."Live as you
please Heaven is your Home!" GC 556-7.

HOW DIFFERENT THIS TRUTH: "The Lord has shown me that
His GRACE is sufficient for all our trials; and although
they are greater than ever before, yet if we TRUST whol-
ly in God, we=can=overcome every Temptation + thru His
GRACE come off VICTORIOUS.

If we OVERCOME our Trials + g?t VICTORY over the Tempta-
tions of Satan, then we endure the Trial of our FAITH,
which is more=precious=than=Gold, and are STRONGER and
BETTER PREPARED to meet the NEXT.

(These spoiled Brats, raised by permissive Mothers who
never applied the Hand of Knowledge to the Seat of Learn-
ing - come into the Sanctuary of the Lord and have the
Audacity to presume to Teach others - of that which they
know NOTHING about - having never learned it: SELF-CON-
TROL! Such would show their Wisdom by their SILENCE!)

"But if we sink down + give way to Temptations of Satan,
we shall grow WEAKER + get NO REWARD for the Trial and
shall not be so well PREPARED for the next. In this way
we grow WEAKER + WEAKER, until we are led captive by
Satan at his=will. We must have on the WHOLE ARMOR of
God and BE READY at any moment for a CONFLICT with the
Powers of DARKNESS...to BREAK the POWER of the Enemy...
to PURIFY + CLEANSE them...before Jesus LEAVES the Most
Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary." EW 46-8.

Right there we have the DIFFERENCE between the Third
Angel's Message; a Message of CLEANSING + OVERCOMING
and these BABYLONIAN UPSTARTS:
"But there were FALSE PROPHETS also among the people,
even as there shall be FALSE TEACHERS among you, who privily shall bring in DAMNABLE HERESIES...and bring up-on themselves swift Destruction. And MANY shall FOLLOW their pernicious ways; by reason of whom THE-WAY=OF-TRUTH shall be evil spoken of. (They LOVE to dwell on: "The CURSE of the LAW!" too Ignorant to know the Difference between the TWO LAWS!) and through covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose JUDGMENT now of a long time lingereth not, and their DAMNATION slumbereth not." 2 Peter 2:1-3.

(C)This Subject is so Important; CAN we BEHAVE ??? CAN we KEEP the COMMANDMENTS ??? "HERE are THEY that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS..." Is that all a JOKE ???

Have we been Deceived all this Time and need these UPSTARTS to straighten us out? Or do they need the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to THEM !!!(???)

Shall we settle for their Complacent Zombiastic Moronic Stupor - as though one were on Perpetual Ecclesiastical Drugs - where they even have the Audacity to suggest that to "TRY" to Behave is a "SIN!" Both BRINSMEAD and "OLD FRED" WRONG called us:"THE ANTICHRIST!" As do these EVANGELICAL UPSTARTS. One would think their arguments would be dismissed as unworthy of responsible criticism - but since they Rattle a few Facts together with the Old Relics and Bones of SPURGEONISM

"The Doctrine that men are released from OBEDIENCE to God's requirements has weakened the force of moral obligation, and opened the flood-gates of iniquity upon the World. Lawlessness, dissipation, and corruption are sweeping in upon us like an overwhelming tide...By introducing the belief that God's LAW is not binding(Satan)...has worked through THE CHURCH." 1884 GC SoP 4:402-3.(585).

WE CAN SUM UP THIS FIRST LESSON WITH ANN DeMICHAEL'S FAVORITE REFERENCE - SEE THE DEPTH OF ELEGANCE:

"However high any Minister may have stood in the favor of God,...if he refuses to be taught as a little child, he will go into DARKNESS + SATANIC DELUSIONS + will lead others in the same Path. NOT=ONE=OF=US will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one Spot or Stain upon them. IT=IS=LEFT=WITH=US to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul temple of every defilement. THEN=THE=LATTER=RAIN will fall upon us...

"It will require much painstaking EFFORT...This is an Age
famous for surface work, for EASY methods, for BOASTED holiness aside from the standard of CHARACTER that God has erected. All SHORT routes, all CUTOFF tracks, all TEACHING which fails to exalt the LAW of God as the standard of religious CHARACTER - IS SPURIOUS.

"PERFECTION of CHARACTER is a LIFEWORK, unattainable by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed way, by SLOW + TOILSOME STEPS. We cannot afford to make any mistake in this matter..."LET NO MAN TAKE YOUR CROWN." 5T:214,500-1.

Thank God for these Testimonies.

LESSON # 2

1. WHAT IS JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH?

Here is a Testimony that some did not like, so they cut it in two. The first Part is the Song of Babylon: "To me that loved myself, and washed myself, redeemed myself, unto me be glory + honor, blessing + praise. BUT this is the Key-note of the song that is sung by many here in this World. THEY do not know what it means to be meek + lowly in heart; and THEY do not mean to know this, if THEY can avoid it...

"WHAT IS JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH? It is the work of God in laying the glory of man in the dust, and doing for man that which it is not in his Power to do for himself." TM 456. [But what was LEFT OUT + AMPUTATED at this Point?]

"When men see their own NOTHINGNESS, they are PREPARED to be clothed with the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ. When they begin to praise + exalt God all the day long, then by BEHOLDING they are becoming CHANGED into the same image. WHAT IS REGERNATION? It is revealing to man what is in his real NATURE, that in himself he is WORTHLESS." ORIGINAL TM 315. (SERIES A.) 1896.

2. SINCE BABYLON IS TALKING SO GLIBLY + LOOSELY ABOUT HOW EASY + CERTAIN IT IS TO RECEIVE JUSTIFICATION; IS IT ALL THAT EASY?

Does one receive JUSTIFICATION from Christ or God by bowing down to the Devil?

3. WHO BOWS DOWN TO THE DEVIL?

Those who drink the Wine of Babylon.

4. WHAT IS THE WINE OF BABYLON?

"Through the two great errors, the immortality of the
soul + sunday sacredness, Satan will bring the people under his Deceptions." GC 588.

"The Theory of ETERNAL TORMENT is one of the false Doctrines that constitute the WINE of the ABOMINATIONS of BABYLON, of which she makes all Nations drink. That Ministers of Christ should have accepted this HERESY + proclaimed it from the sacred desk, is indeed a MYSTERY. They received it from ROME...A large Class...are driven to the OPPOSITE ERROR...that ALL MANKIND will finally be Saved...Such a Doctrine, PRESUMING upon God's mercy, but IGNORES His justice, PLEASES the CARNAL heart,(and is why the Adventist Church features it over "FAITH FOR TODAY" thru that MAXWELL BOOK: "Man the World Needs Most." UNIVERSALISM!)

"...PLEASES the CARNAL heart, and EMBOLDENS the WICKED in their INIQUITY...UNIVERSAL SALVATION...soul-destroying Dogmas." GC 536-7.

"The Theory of the IMMORTALITY of the soul was one of those false Doctrines that ROME, borrowing from PAGANISM, incorporated into the Religion of Christendom. MARTIN LUTHER classed it with the "monstrous Fables that form part of the Roman DUNGHILL=OF=DECRETALS." GC 549.

5.WILL THE GOD OF THE UNIVERSE OVERLOOK THIS BLASPHEMY AGAINST HIS NAME + CHARACTER AND JUSTIFY THOSE PRIESTS OF BAAL ANYWAY? There are probably some Soft=IN=the=Head FROOMS + ANDERSONS + BRINSMEDIUMS around who might Bow down in Billy Graham's Crusades - in the Hour of Decision to Pray the Converts to:"The Church of your Choice." Having sold their Soul + Birthright to the Devil.

6.WILL THE GOD OF TRUTH LAY HIS HAND OF BLESSING ON THE CHARISMATIC HEALERS OF BABYLON?

Never. They GABBLE about "RIGHTEOUSNESS"; do they know ANYTHING about it? "Today we must speak THE TRUTH with Holy boldness.THE TESTIMONY..."Though we, or an angel from Heaven, preach=any=other=Gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let=him=be=ACCURSED." (Gal.1:8)...If we accept not THE TRUTH in the LOVE of it, we may be among the number who will see the MIRACLES wrought by SATAN in these Last Days + believe them. MANY STRANGE THINGS WILL APPEAR...There is to be among God's people no spiritual STUPIDITY...Men are binding up in Bundles...Men under the influence of EVIL SPIRITS will work MIRACLES...These works of APPARENT HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO=THE=TEST!" SM 2:52-3.
7. WHAT IS A PROPHET? WHAT IS A HISTORIAN?

[A] A Prophet predicts what is to come. Whether by his own Visions + Dreams or whether by the Word of God or the Testimony of His Spirit. He that accepts a Prophet in the name of a Prophet; shall receive a Prophet's Reward. Good or Bad. Right or Wrong. This is the Law of Karma. The Law above all Laws; the Law of Retribution. Good for Good. Evil for Evil. Full measure pressed down - and running over. "As ye do unto others..." Do you lead them astray or do you lead them the right Way? The Soul you Save may be your own.

[B] A Historian goes PAST the Prediction, when the thing predicted comes to pass, we do no longer PREDICT it to COME; we Record that it is HERE! Call it finding Fault - call it Condemning - call it any name you like - it is only ONE THING! It is the RECORD of a PREDICTION made in 1903 of the "OMEGA" to COME. 70 Years of Captivity to BABYLON culminated in a 3-Fold UNION in MISSION KEY '73 - which we Record as HISTORY!!

[C] If we were RIGHT in PREDICTING it on the Strength of "IT IS WRITTEN"; if we are RIGHT in RECORDING it as past HISTORY - watering nothing down to suit the Rebels yet in their Stubbornness + Sins - having learned NOTHING! As DEFIANT as ever - perhaps we will then also be RIGHT in what "EVENTS" do we look for in the FUTURE ???. What do the UNBELIEVERS face next ???

8. HOW DOES THE LORD LOOK UPON THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH AS A PREDICTOR OF THINGS TO COME ???

Of 100 Testimonies of the same, here is one:
"There never will be a Time in the HISTORY of THE CHURCH when God's worker can fold his hands + be at ease, saying "All is Peace + Safety." (See them doing this in 5T: 211. See them doing this in CARELESS INDIFFERENCE in 1T: 179-187. EW 269-272.) THEN it is that SUDDEN destruction cometh...The CONTEST will wax more + more FIERCE...the great CONTROVERSITY will wax stronger + stronger...There are men who...see no necessity for REFORM, and so they REJECT the Words of the Lord, and HATE him who REPROVETH at the Gate...tears to pieces the MESSENGER + THE MESSAGE...UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY will stand in OUR Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan."TM 407-410.

9. GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHETS.

They were forced to CHANGE their Teaching on "ARMAGEDDON" = 5 Times! HMSR still clinging to the Old Errors!
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10. WHO SAID THEY CHANGED THEIR TEACHINGS ON ARMAGEDDON 5 TIMES? WHO WAS THAT ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN?
That was Elder Mansell - in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE.

11. IS WHAT HE SAID - TRUE?
No - it is not True.

12. WHY IS IT NOT TRUE?
Consider TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES. When he said it, some Years back; IT=WAS=TRUE! But writing as HISTORIANS we must Record: it=is=not=True=Today!

13. WHY IS IT NOT TRUE TODAY?
Because since he wrote what=was=True=at=that=Time, they have really made "HAR-MAGEDDON" into a Political Foot-Ball and CHANGED it TWICE MORE!

14. WHICH VERSION IS THE BEST?
Believe it or not - the LAST Versions were the BEST! (See Publication #315. p.64-6.) (1) THAYER as far back as 1898, now re-printed in a modern Greek-Lexicon, also in Young's Analytical Concordance. (2) ELDER FIERCE of Texas in SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - July 1973 "struck Gold". (3) In a two-page spread - SDA MINISTRY - Augst 1974 - ELDER BROWN of Idaho - He-drew Scholars are NOT AGREED whether "HAR-MO'ED" is a VALLEY or a MOUNT of MEGIDDO, but is rather a SYMBOLIC NAME for the "GATHERING" of the Kings of the Earth for the LAST "MOUNT CARMEL" BATTLE with "ELIJAH" - so far we agree 100%, but we go on and designate this as THE DEATH DEGREE HOUR + "THE VOICE OF GOD" when they will be Rolled in their own Blood! BEFORE CHRIST-COMES! Mark that point with care! Where does HMSR + MAXWELL, the Adventist False Prophets, where do they find all those CITIES + HOSPITALS + ALL "GOING AS USUAL" after 7 Killer Plagues let alone AFTER the GREAT EARTH-QUAKE at the Voice of God!!!(???) EW 282. GC 656.

One of the most Sensible articles ever printed was R&H. Jan.1, 1976. p.4 - by our friend George McCready Price. He rightly brings out: "There are no Neutrals." "On this side there will be no casualties, on the other side no survivors." We go along with this article as one of the Best, but wonder why no one has ever pointed out, to our knowledge: that ARMAGEDDON is nothing more nor less than the "GATHERING" to the DEATH-DECREE "VOICE OF GOD" Hour.

Which neither MAXWELL nor HMSR believed. (See "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" by Maxwell. See "ONE WORLD" by HMSR. Shadowy pages - shadowy Doctrine. p.318-9.)
15. WHAT WAS THE PREDICTION BY THE PEN OF INSPIRATION?
"Many will stand in our pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands; Kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

16. WHAT IS THE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTED PROOF OF THAT?
HMSF "...the climax of the ages, the Armageddon of Bible prophecy...God's great day is coming. The earth will be changed; at last there will be days of heaven upon earth. The earth will be renewed, unity will come again, and the earth itself will become the paradise home of God's people. The resurrection to immortality will bring all the redeemed of all ages together in a perfect world where man's dreams of peace, life, holiness, and happiness will be fulfilled; where God will have one world again, one God, one law, one element." HMSR. p.318-9. (How many Errors do you find there?)

17. ARE THERE ANY MORE ERRORS IN THE INFAILLIBLE VOP?

18. WHAT DOES IT READ? UNDER "THE END OF THE WORLD?"
1. The seven last plagues.
2. Christ's second coming. See anything wrong in that Line-up of Events?
3. Righteous dead raised. Is that God's Order?
4. Righteous living changed. Is this an attempt to please the "RAPTURE" people? That the wicked are "Destroyed AFTER the Saints "ASCEND?"
5. Saints ascend to heaven.
6. Living wicked destroyed. If the FIRST Adventist that came along and looked at that PLAQUE OF EVENTS; did not spot the Deception - why did not the SECOND one? How many YEARS have they been fostering that VOP BUNGLING? How many Times did that thing appear in Print?
7. The binding of Satan.

**************

Saints "ASCEND?" If the FIRST Adventist that came along and looked at that PLAQUE OF EVENTS; did not spot the Deception - why did not the SECOND one? How many YEARS have they been fostering that VOP BUNGLING? How many Times did that thing appear in Print?

AS THE MAXWELL BOOK - did THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS look at that and say NOTHING? Stand there Tongue-tied and Neutral? Let the World be FOOLED by the SDA=VOP? Not only does this Line-up of "Events" appear on the Plaque but also followed in the Text that ensued!!!

Are we Right? That #6 should be between #1 + #2 ???
They are DESTROYED by His "APPEARING?" 2 Thess.2:8......
SG 3:82-3.
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19. WE SEEM TO HEAR SOME ONE SAYING: "You know, Sister (or Brother), not many people will worry about a few Technical Details like that!"
OUR REPLY: Not many people will be Saved - either! We do not serve the MULTITUDES - we serve the "LITTLE FLOCK!" "For WITHOUT are Dogs, (Dumb Dogs that will not Bark (5T: 211-2.) and Sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever=LOVETH=and=MAKETH=a=LIE!" Rev.22:15.

20. WHAT IS SO BAD ABOUT TELLING PEOPLE THEY CAN OBTAIN OIL (CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE) WHEN CHRIST COMES? AS CHURCH + AWAKENING NOW TEACH? CAN THEY BE JUSTIFIED BELIEVING A LIE? ??? HEAVEN ON EARTH WHEN CHRIST COMES? VOP=HMSR STYLE? OR FAITH FOR TODAY MAXWELL STYLE?

(Long=Before=Christ=Comes: "When Jesus stands up; when His work is FINISHED in the Most Holy, then there will not be another ray of Light to be imparted to the sinner. But=Satan=Flatters=Some; through his chosen servants, as he flattered Eve in Eden. Thou shalt not surely die, and tells them there will be a season for Repentance, a Time of PROBATION, when the filthy can be made pure. The co-workers with Satan + his angels carry the light into the future age, teaching probation AFTER the Advent of Christ. (Maxwell Book p.78-83,94-5.) which Deludes the sinner, and leads the cold-hearted professor to carnal security. He is careless + indifferent (the very words shown in EW 270), and walks stumblingly over the hours of his probation. The LIGHT is made to reach far ahead, where all is total darkness. Michael stands up. Instead of mercy, the deluded sinner feels wrath unmixed with mercy. (What an "awakening!" for RDB + FTW taught this also after 1972!) And they awake too late to this fatal deception. This plan was studied by Satan, and is carried out by Ministers who turn the truth of God into a lie." SG 2:276. 2T:686,690-2. PP 102-3. GC 321,285.

"The LIGHT given me has been very forcible that many would go out from us, giving heed to seducing spirits + Doctrines of Devils...False Prophets will arise + will deceive MANY. Everything is to be shaken that can be shaken...My soul is made very sad to see how quickly some who have had Light + Truth will accept the Deceptions of Satan, and be charmed with a spurious holiness...I question whether genuine Rebellion is ever curable...FALSE PROPHETS will come in with their heresies...why is it that the Church does not distinguish the false from the genuine?" SM 2:392-3.
WHAT IS WORSE THAN PERHAPS ANY OTHER ONE THING THE ADVENTIST CHURCH = NOT IS GOING TO DO = BUT HAS DONE?

THE DIVINE PREDICTION: The Image of the Beast would be set up by Teaching; "IN COMMON!" with the other Churches. Under the name of "EVANGELICALS!" The amazing thing is not only has the Adventist World failed to see this, in detail down to what they would be Teaching! GC 464-473, 606-8,443-5. But are going right along with them.

THE HISTORICAL RECORD OF WHAT THEY DID:

1966 = FROOM=WEEKS in SDA MINISTRY Magazines - said- the things wherein we DIFFERED with other Churches would be kept out-of-sight! ANDERSON called on the SDA Ministers to pray for the success of the BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL BERLIN CONGRESS! Where they planned KEY '73. 1971 = the AWAKENING dropped their Religion and pledged to teach "IN COMMON" with BABYLON + THE CHURCH! IN HARMONY with that MAXWELL BOOK! 1971-2.

1973 = At Last! The 3-fold UNION! SDA HEAD. BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL JODY. CATHOLICS - CHARISMATICS QUEERS - JERKS - UNWASHABLES - LONG-HAIRS; ALL TOGETHER seeking to twist the Arm of God for "POWER!"

1974 = The entire Adventist Leadership in R&H and SDA MINISTRY - confessed the DEBACLE of MISSION=KEY '73 = even admitted it would go down in History as WORSE than the WATERLOO of 1888! Yet, as KD+A - laid their Plans to TRY AGAIN!

1975 = raised the Biggest Offering in History for this.

1976 = Things are going with the Speed of Lightning now.

As we Prepare this Paper; it is Providential that we can tell you, to feel the Pulse of Adventism. Awakening 1976 Style - what they have been up to since 1972 = if you are careful, if you can read between the Lines - only $3.00. 120 minute Cassette Tape, the Subject? "THE REFORMATION + ADVENTISM" M-13. by G.PAXTON co-author of "PRESENT TRUTH" Magazine with RDB. Went the Rounds of ADVENTISM Reports how MIXED-UP they are. Is totally UNAWARE of how MIXED-UP he is himself.

PRESENT TRUTH, P.O. Box 1311, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028.

Also: Book 1 - "THE THEOLOGY OF E.G.W." $5.00
(This is supposed to be a "SECRET DONOR'S LIST.")

(Also ask for DURANBAH DIGESTS + other BULLETINS).

We must realize this thing is on the MOVE! It is picking up Tempo! They are DOUBLING their Activities! The AWAKENING, via Paxton, is now ENTERTAINING ADVENTISTS AT KEY CENTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA! This is the Devil's Train, EW 88,263: now down the Tracks + on it's Way! The Omega!
21. IN THEIR OWN ROLE OF PROPHETIC-HISTORIANS WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE IN THE DEDUCTIONS OF THE PAXTON-BRINSMOON MEAD TEAM AS THEY DEFEND THE EVANGELICAL SPURGEONISTIC DOGMAS IN THEIR GUISE + PRETENSE OF BEING "NONDENOMINATIONAL": IN WHICH THEY CLAIM TO BE INFLUENCING 25,000 OTHER MINISTERS - putting out 1,000,000 copies of some Papers + with a Programme well into + over 2 MILLION $'s and has far from run out of Means; they are picking up Tempc DOUBLING their Efforts! PAXTON having taken a Swing around Adventist Theological Centers, contacted all the Big-Wigs of the Church. Reports his impression of the Adventist Ranks being riddled full of Holes like Cheese - CONFUSION in Adventist Ranks everywhere as 3 Schools of Thought are developing, and Coming to a Shaking Crisis Hour.

HE HAS DRAPEP OVER HIMSELF THE ROLE - of being an OUTSIDE "ELIJAH" to bring FAITH-HOPE + CHARITY into the Ranks of AHAB-PIERSON, or is he a PHILISTINE-GOLIATH roaring out his Challenges to Israel as KING SAUL-PIERSON trembles in his Tent - waiting for a DAVID to meet the PROUD BOASTER?

All this is taking place: "CONTRARY to any human Planning" TM 300,507 ; for who would have Thought the Church itself would HIRE the PROFESSIONALS from the OTHER CHURCHES to go through the Ranks and Riddle the Adventist Doctrine! This all began with 40 Years of FROOM, who recommended the Books of Babylon in all his SDA MINISTRY Magazines so that they AT Babylon, SLEPT Babylon, and DREAMT Babylonish Lore. Now they have Graduated to taking the full Shot from the Bottle - UNDILUTED! The Strong Stuff. Right from the Baal-Priests themselves. And they like it.

We gave you the Address - TWICE - of where to get the Tape - at this price we are NOT going to make Copies get it yourself. What we have been Watching + Evaluating in 2 Decades of Development; is all Wrapped up in that Tape. Here you have the Issues, the PORTIONS he chooses to deal with; laid right out on the Table! Take your Pick. Which School of Thought do you choose? PAXTON sidesteps any direct Confrontation with EGW: he puts a Wax-Nose on her - the 3 Different Schools of Adventist Thought tweek her Nose in the Direction they choose to go. Therefore PAXTON challenges them to a Dual with the Bible:"ONLY!" He has Loaded his Guns, fired the opening Salvos; in a Book soon to appear from a large Printing Establishment. Will the RIGHT SIDE be able to raise $1.00 for every $100.00 their SIDE will RAISE? -23-
22. WHERE DOES BABYLON DIFFER FROM THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE? Perhaps it would be simpler to ask: Where does the Third Angel's Message DIFFER from Babylon? On the 1888 Question alone - Sr. White took up 153 pages on the Subject of "JUSTIFICATION + RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH." She did not trust Adventists to print it - it was done by FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY. And, sure enough, when the Adventists said "A KING'S RANSOM", to get that Book under their Control, they CHANGED the Book! ADDED that controversial "TEARS=IN=HIS=VOICE" chapter. The Book "STEPS TO CHRIST." The Title at once puts the Kibosh on the BABYLON DOCTRINE: all DONE before you START ??? Or are there "STEPS" to Christ ??? And does it take 153 pages to explain it, or can we cover it in less?

23. WHAT DID SHE SAY ABOUT "STEPS" ???

"Learn the A=B=C of Religion...he is to be pointed to the FIRST rounds of the Ladder, and his stumbling feet are to be placed on the LOWEST round of the Ladder of Progress. Peter says,"ADD to your FAITH"...Let the erring one be encouraged to climb Step by Step, Round by Round. The EFFORT may be painful to him, but it will be by far the=best=Lesson he has ever learned...But let no one attempt to BEGIN at the TOP of the Ladder. Let everyone start at the lowest Round, and mount Step by Step...This=is=the=only=way to advance Heavenward."

FCE 305.

24. ARE THERE ALSO "STEPS" TO FERDITON?

"One FALSE Step leads to another, till at last they place themselves where they cannot hope to break the CHAINS that Bind them." FCE 500.

25. WHAT IS THE LAST STEP?

"When the early Church became CORRUPTED by departing from the simplicity of the Gospel + accepting HEATHEN RITES + CUSTOMS, (Easter + Xmass) she LOST the Spirit and Power of God; and in order to CONTROL the consciences of the people, she sought the SUPPORT of the SECULAR POW- ER...So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST..."Now the Spirit speaketh express- sly, that in the Latter Times some shall DEPART from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits + Doctrines of Devils." (From "our Pulpits." 5T:211. TM 409.)...(Key '73) ...a UNION based upon COMMON points of Doctrine...TO HUSH=UP=THE=TRUTH...And what do we see just ahead?... EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE(Berlin, Germany 1966.)...When this
shall be gained, then, in the effort to secure COMPLETE UNIFORMITY, it will be only a STEP to the resort to FORCE. WHEN the leading Churches of the United States, UNITING upon such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the State to ENFORCE their Decrees and to SUSTAIN their Institutions, THEN Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE...and the infliction of CIVIL penalties upon dissenters will inevitably result." GC 443-5.

26. ADVENTISTS ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR SUDDEN: "LAWS" AND "FORCE!" IS THAT THE WAY IT WILL COME?
No. As shown above - the 3-fold UNITY comes FIRST - the Teaching: "IN COMMON" comes FIRST, and the LAW comes LAST!

27. HAS THE "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE" COME YET ???

1966=SDA MINISTRY Magazine. March p.12. L.E.FROOM avowed we would be the "HEAD + NOT THE TAIL" of a Great Ecumenical Outreach, that we would DROP the things where-in we DIFFER, we would Teach: "IN COMMON" with EVANGELICALS. "This is the Third Angel's Message." p.12.FROOM.

1966=SDA MINISTRY Magazine, May p.10-2. R.A.ANDERSON called on all SDA Ministers to "pray!" for the SUCCESS of the "DEVOUT LEADERS" of the "WORLD CONGRESS" of EVANGELICAL "STALWARTS" to convene in Berlin, Germany under "BILLY GRAHAM" and "THE HOLY SPIRIT" with Adventists there with=Bells=on! That we could not "improve" on their "OBJECTIVES!" (He obviously never read the above from GC 443-5,606-8,464-473. Nor 5T:711-18.)'Tis a Fool!

1967=SDA MINISTRY Magazine, June p.22-3. N.R.DOWER glories in the:"PENETRATION", indeed, the Title of the Article! Of the 8T:250 HARLOT with the EVANGELICALS to: "PENETRATE THE BARRIERS" in Evangelical Circles "The greatest NEED of the World today" - with Banners flying: "going to the whole World with the story of SAVING GRACE."

(The next page carries an announcement of a "MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE" which they need Badly.)

1973=at Last! The 3-fold UNION! Gathered in Reformers + Awakeners, 1971-2, all Set for the Big Time ; the Greatest Show on Earth! The Big Barnum Special: MISSION KEY '73. ADVENTIST HEAD - BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL BODY JESUS FREAKS, QUEERS, JERKS, LONG=HAIRS + UNWASHABLES ALSO CATHOLICS ; the Show was on the Road! THE DRAGON!

1974=CHRISTIAN BEACON courtesy of Ann DeMichael: April 25,1974 - BILLY GRAHAM ECUMENICAL CONGRESS=LAUSANNE.p.3.

1974=CHRISTIAN BEACON. May 23  p.1-5. Washington FCC "CRACKS DOWN!" on Religious Radio Stations. If the Internal Revenue Service + the Federal Communications Commission grants "Tax Exemptions" if they pass the Ecumenical Neo-Evangelical scrutiny - such a License + such a Franchise sharply restricts "Discrimination" against Employees on the grounds of curtailing hiring only Christians and no Atheists, Agnostics, lest it violate their "Civil Rights." Do you remember GC 445? Closer, ever closer the Laws are being Tightened. NOT by the prior Act of Government, but by the EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE! Then the State follows with: "Sledgehammer attacks!" But, as in the Days of Christ, the Government did=not=Act; till the CHURCH (Sabbatian Church!) FORCED the Issue!

"The Time is not far distant when the TEST will come to every soul. The MARK of the BEAST will be URGED upon us. Those who have STEP=BY=STEP yielded to worldly demands and conformed to worldly CUSTOMS will not find it a hard matter to YIELD to the Powers that be, rather than subject themselves to derision, insult, threatened imprisonment, and death. The contest (now entering the SDA Religious realm) is between the COMMANDMENTS of God + the COMMANDMENTS of men. In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church. (Leaving only DROSS! "She hath wearied herself with LIES, and her GREAT SCUM went not forth OUT of her, her SCUM shall be in the FIRE." Eze.24:12.) ...Many a Star that we have admired for its brilliancy will then go out in DARKNESS. CHAFF like a cloud will be borne away on the WIND, even from places where we see only floors of RICH WHEAT...then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view...The most WEAK + HESITATING in the Church will be, AS DAVID, willing to DO and DARE." 5T:81.

28.WHY DO WE QUOTE THE ABOVE?

To show why the GREAT UPSURGE in the Ranks of Seventh-day Adventists for the Agents of the Devil coming in with their PLEASING:"PEACE + SAFETY!" "NO LAW!" "GRACE ALONE!" "ONLY BELIEVE!" to break down all Barriers. "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444. "As the Storm approaches... they...choose the EASY=POPULAR=SIDE." GC 608.
LESSON # 3

1. WHAT DOES PAXTON=BRINSMEAD "PRESENT TRUTH" TEACH???

They are all taken up with Fine Points of whether the Chicken came first or the Egg? Which is more Important JUSTIFICATION or SANCTIFICATION? Paxton speaks with Horror that such and such an Adventist in such and so a Book, EQUATED "JUSTIFICATION" with "SANCTIFICATION!" And another one, page so + so, EQUATED "JUSTIFICATION" with the "NEW BIRTH!" HORDORS! That will just NOT DO!

Presents NOTHING to prove them WRONG! Just his sheer HORROR of it all, ought to be enough! Then the next in the Catalogue of HORDORS! "REGENARRATION" is made a "CONDITION" of or for "JUSTIFICATION!" HORDORS!

And then with another, the "NEW HEART", is the Condition. "RIGHTEOUSNESS" imputed to the "NEW CREATION" can you Beat that? (So says PAXTON the BABYLONIAN come in to teach Israel!) With BRINSMEAD'S BLESSING.

ANOTHER IN THE CHAMBER OF HORDORS "ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION" is called for BEFORE the "LATTER RAIN" comes. And, as can be expected: some cute Questions such as if "PERFECTION" is needed BEFORE the "LATTER RAIN"; what use for the "LATTER RAIN?" SNEERS at "CHARACTER-BUILDING" or "DEVELOPMENT" as a Heresy of all Heresies. Then he said how he had some running around at Andrews, "pulling their Hair", at some of these CONUNDRUMS, PARADOXES, or whatever. Tries to EQUATE what is So TEACHING with, being "CATHOLIC TEACHING!" No PROOF. No DOCUMENTATION! Just a SNEER! "CATHOLIC TEACHING" is the Doctrine of TRYING TO BETTER yourself by LIVING up to LAW and by GOOD WORKS!

Pardon me! but we thought the HEART of CATHOLIC ERROR was as Luther attacked it; the "PARDON-MONGERS" with their Papal "ABSOLUTION" go and SIN. God does not Care! as long as you PAY the PRIEST for HIGH-MASS, LOW-MASS a MAN as Sinful as yourself — tells you your SINS are "FORGIVEN!" How does he know?

THE ONLY DIFFERENCE WE SEE: between the CATHOLIC PARDON=MONGERING (GC 83,567,128-9,179.) thus "LEGALIZING" SIN and PERPETUATING it, and the PAXTON=BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL=SPURGEON Brand of "PARDON=MONGERING" is the one belongs to a UNION and charges a SET FEE for the RITUAL, the other is "SCAB-LABOR" that does it FOR FREE! And THAT was the BIG SIN of the "REFORMATION" according to the TETZELS! -27-
The Catholic System would go BANKRUPT if these: "PESTILENTIAL MONKS" and "TROUBLESOME HERETICS" did not REJECT for the satisfaction of the "CARDINAL'S LEGATE" and "YOUR GREAT STUPIDITY" - "AN ARROGANT + BABBLING DESPOT", who would otherwise OVERPOWER by his imperious Language!" "THE VOICE OF GOD" - "the only Supreme, infallible authority in Church + State." GC 130-137.

THE GREAT SIN of the REFORMERS, NOT according to the Incantations of PAXTON=BRINSMEAD, was NOT the DOCTRINES of the "REFORMATION" covering BELIEF! They couldn't care LESS what the people BELIEVED as is evidenced around the World to this Day; does HAITI want VOODOOISM? We will let them have VOODOOISM, and still be CATHOLICS! Does INDIA want HINDOOISM? We will let them have HINDOOISM and still be CATHOLICS! Anyone who knows anything about Catholicism knows this is the situation around the World! And is fast becoming the Pattern in Adventism. There is only ONE SUPREME RELIGION: recognize our "APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION!" And your Soul in Heaven springs when the Money in the Casket rings!

It was the CHALLENGE of the "PARDON=MONGERING" that brought the Wrath of the Papacy. "FAITH ALONE" did NOT mean to LUTHER what the "PRESENT TRUTH" manipulators claim it meant! "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" primarily was a Truth that set men FREE from the PRIESTLY YOKE! You could be Forgiven WITHOUT "ABSOLUTION" - WITHOUT long and dangerous PILGRIMAGES - WITHOUT subjecting yourself to the DUNGEON of the self-imposed MONASTERIES + NUNNERIES. "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" rolled back the DARKNESS of Papal SUPERSTITIONS and gave each man the RIGHT; not to any PRESCRIBED FAITH as the AWAKENING erroneously Gabbles, but released each man to UNDERSTAND the WORD of God for himself! Without Priest or Prelate! This was the great Blessing of the REFORMATION! As it should be now! BREAK with the BONDS + SNARES + TRADITIONS of MEN and CHURCH-COUNCILS even if they are AUTUMN COUNCILS that pass a RESOLUTION in R&H. Dec.18, 1969 to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches of BABYLON so that even the CATHOLICS JOINED THE ADVENTISTS in MISSION=KEY '73. And now they are REVOLVING PULPITS WITH CATHOLIC DIGNITARIES! What next ???

"Luther was the one chosen to breast the Storm, stand up against the ire of a FALLEN CHURCH, and strengthen the FEW who were faithful to their holy Profession...
"WORKS" of PENNANCE = "WORKS" of SUPERSTITION!"...a gleam of LIGHT from Heaven drove the DARKNESS from his mind + 1=1 him to TRUST, not in WORKS, but in the MERITS of the BLOOD of Christ. He=could=then=come=to=God=for=himself; NOT through POPES or CONFESSORS, but through Jesus Christ ALONE." EW 222-3.

(If the Day would ever come that BRTNSMEAD would learn that = then he might BREAK the BONDS of the CHURCH!)

HERE IS JUSTIFICATION BY YOUR OWN FAITH
"If NATHANAEL had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the guidance of human authority NONE will come to a saving KNOWLEDGE (ADD to your Faith = "KNOWLEDGE!") of the Truth. Like NATHANAEL, we need to study God's Word FOR OURSELVES...in the Secret place of Prayer." DA 140-1.

Will the True Adventist please stand up?

2. WHAT SORT OF OTHER NONESENSICAL GABBING IS THERE ON THE PAXTON TAPE ??? Try this

There is a UNION between JUSTIFICATION + SANCTIFICATION but no FUSION! ?????????????????????????????????????????

Like a Dog chasing his Tail; unable to see any other Perspective but his own. He likens "JUSTIFICATION" to a Tree and "SANCTIFICATION" is the Fruit. Then he asks which is GREATER? And before you can Reply he throws in: "Can there be any FRUIT without the TREE?"

And of course - everybody is SILENT + TONGUE-TIED! However we seem to Remember - a TREE! And it was not all that Hot! For it is about the most USELESS thing around a Tree - WITHOUT Fruit!

"God cannot connect with those who live to please themselves, to make themselves FIRST. Those who do this will in the End be LAST of all. The SIN that is MOST=NEARLY=HOPELESS + INCURABLE is pride of opinion, self-conceit. This stands in the way of all GROWTH. When a man has DEFECTS of CHARACTER, yet fails of realizing this; when he is so imbued with self-sufficiency that he cannot see his fault, how=can=he=be=CLEANSED? "They that be WHOLE need not a Physician, but they that are Sick." Matt.9:12.

How can one IMPROVE when he thinks his ways PERFECT?... because of SELF-CONFIDENCE...HIS=FALSE=STEP may result in MISLEADING THOUSANDS...

"CONSIDER THE PARABLE OF THE FIG TREE

-29-
"CONSIDER THE PARABLE OF THE FIG TREE:
"A certain man had a Fig Tree..."Behold, these THREE Years I come seeking FRUIT on this Fig Tree + find NONE: CUT=IT=DOWN; why cumbereth it the ground? And he answer-
ing said unto him, Lord, let it alone THIS YEAR also, till I shall dig about it, and dung it: and if it bear FRUIT - well, and if not, THEN after that thou shalt CUT=IT=DOWN." Luke 13:6-9.

"Then after that." In these words there is a Lesson for all who are connected with the work of God. A=PERIOD=OF= PROBATION...in like manner God bears long with His people. But of those who have had great advantages, and=who=are= standing=in=positions of high + sacred TRUST, and yet bear NO FRUIT, He says:"CUT=IT=DOWN; why cumbereth it the Ground?" 7T:200.

QUESTION TO THE PAXTONS: Which is more Important?
(A) The TREE without FRUIT? (JUSTIFICATION. ALONE.)
(B) Or the TREE with FRUIT? (JUSTIFICATION + SANCTIFI-
CATION?)

IN THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT! does it matter how many TREES there are in the Garden of God, BARREN=UNPRODUC-
TIVE=FRUITLESS= TREES, "CUT=IT=DOWN!"The HARLOTS + PUB-
LICANS go into the Kingdom - BEFORE YOU!

IN THE R & H OFFICES "...should be DISMISSED + others take their places, even if they be unbelievers. It is a fearful thing to be self-deceived. SAID=THE=ANGEL, pointing to those in the Office:"Except your RIGHTEOUS-
NESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the scribes and PHARISEES, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." (Hearken PAXTON=BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL=WRIGHT!) A=PROFESSION=IS=NOT=ENOUGH!" (Read on!) 3T:193.

A TREE is not enough! "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" (WORKS=SANCTIFICATION=CHARACTER=LIFE=ACTS.)

"When poor mortals, however HIGH their PROFESSION, be-
come JUST in their own eyes, THEN Jesus LEAVES=THEM to be deceived in regard to themselves." 1T:331.

3. WHAT WOULD CHRIST SAY TO THE PAXTON=BRINSMEAD GABBLING ABOUT NO RIGHTEOUSNESS WITHIN IT IS ALL WITHOUT?

"Thou BLIND Pharisee, cleanse first that which is WITHIN the cup + platter, that the OUTSIDE of them may be clean also. Woe unto you, scribes + Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye are like unto whited Sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful OUTWARD, but are WITHIN full of dead man's (SPURGEON!) BONES, and all uncleanness...Ye SERPENTS!"

Matt.23:24-38. -30-
4. WHAT IS BEHIND THIS TREE + FRUIT PAXTON RIDDLE?

They threaten to go into Cardiac Arrest at the mention of "CHARACTER=BUILDING" the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME": they want their Kingdom + their "RIGHTOUSNESS" here + now! Hence the Suspense is KILLING! And they Heap to themselves Teachers having Itching Ears -- who tell them what they want to Hear: "I AM SAVED!"

How can I be SAVED- not keeping the Law? Easy. Christ did it all! So to that same Mentality -- it was all done on the Cross! (But was it?)

We stand and face greater Calamities than the Jews in Christ's day. The Ruin of Jerusalem was but a:"FAINT SHADOW" to the Storm Clouds now gathering. GC 36. "Except ye repent...ye shall all likewise Perish." For a little time the day of Probation lingered for them...The Generation to whom the Saviour had come were represented by the FIG-TREE...The people of Christ's day made a greater SHOW of PIETY than did the Jews of earlier ages, but they were even more DESTITUTE of the sweet graces of the Spirit of God...God in His Son had been seeking FRUIT, and had found NONE. ISRAEL was a CUMBERER of the Ground. Its very existence was a CURSE...IT ROBBED the World...and wrought RUIN instead of Salvation..."CUT=IT=DOWN!"...THE WARNING sounds down along the line to US...." COL 214-6.

5. IN WHAT WAY IS THIS CONNECTED TO THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE?

"Brethren, your own Lamps will surely flicker + grow dim until they go out in DARKNESS unless you make decided EFFORTS to REFORM."Remember from whence thou art FALLEN, and Repent, and do the first WORKS." The opportunity now presented may be SHORT...It is only by reason of His marvelous patience that they are=not=cut=down as cumberers of the Ground. But His Spirit will not always strive. His patience will WAIT but little longer...Search out the ones you have DRIVEN=AWAY, bind up by CONFESSION the WOUNDS you have made." 5T:612.

6. WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?

"I was shown that the people of God should not IMITATE the FASHIONS of the World...In these Last Days FASHIONS are SHAMEFUL + IMMODEST. They are noticed in Prophecy... If God's professed people had not departed greatly from Him, there would now be a MARKED DIFFERENCE between their DRESS + that of the World...The inhabitants of earth are growing more + more CORRUPT, and the line of DISTINCTION must be more plain between them + the Israel of God, or
the CURSE which falls upon Worldlings WILL fall on God's PROFESSED people...You are POOR, and Miserable, and BLIND, and NAKED...soon the word will be spoken to the Angels of God concerning you, as was given concerning Eli's House, that your sins shall not be purged with sacrifice nor offering forever. Many, I saw, (after listening to PAXTON=BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL=PEASE=COON=WRIGHT=WRONG) were FLATTERING themselves that they were GOOD CHRISTIANS, who had not=a=single=ray=of=Light=from=Jesus. They know not what it is to be RENEWED by the GRACE of God.

GRACE OF GOD - BRINSMEAD=PAXTON=BABYLON STYLE - a Blanket Forgiveness without Liability - UNCONDITIONAL AMNESTY God cares little or nothing what you do AFTER forgiveness.

GRACE OF GOD ACCORDING TO THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE
This gives you HATRED for SIN + the PAST. "It is the GRACE that Christ IMPLANTS in the Soul which creates in man ENMITY against Satan. Without this converting GRACE and RENEWING POWER, man would CONTINUE the captive of Satan, a servant ever ready to do his bidding. But the NEW PRINCIPLE in the Soul creates CONFLICT where hitherto had been PEACE. The POWER which Christ IMPARTS, enables man to RESIST the tyrant + usurper. Whoever is seen to ABHOR sin instead of LOVING it, whoever RESISTS + CONQUERS those PASSIONS that have held sway WITHIN, displays the operation of a principle wholly from above." GC 506. 1884 GC=SIP 4:325. RH A5:235. SM 1:254. B2:6. Ew.297. 5T:146. B2:8. MM 143-4. COL 271. GC 650.

We older Adventists have long since discarded the Delusions of the Enemy. How much are the present Adventists PAYING these BABYLONISH UPSTARTS to come and entertain them? 2 Meetings at SLIGO netted LARSON over:$2 THOUSAND! (As Reported + not denied!) These Boys are raking the Dough in! No Wonder they can put on a good Act! For that is all it is.

You read that last Reference again: recognize it as a JEWEL, this is why we accept the Spirit of Prophecy, this is why we are not about to go BACK to WALLOWING in the FIRST APARTMENT MIRE with these UNCLEAN HELL-PRIESTS! We knew of their Gabbling, we gave that up, LONG AGO! We are not about to go BACK to THAT SPURGEONISM! In which they SNEER (PAXTON on the Tape; BRINSMEAD in "PRESENT TRUTH" and is why it is so Popular with the World!) that what they call "HERESY!", "JUSTIFICATION" or "RIGHTEOUSNESS" means "RENEWAL" or "NEW BIRTH"!!! This they deny! We would not trade that one Testimony above as to what "GRACE" means - for their DENIAL of the "POWER!" To OVERCOME! And then Talk about:"FAITH!"
NOW TO FINISH THE REFERENCE STARTED ON P. 31 + into p. 32

"...were FLATTERING themselves that they were GOOD (JUSTIFIED) CHRISTIANS, who had not a single ray of Light from Jesus... And I saw that the Lord was whetting His SWORD IN HEAVEN to=cut=them=down. Oh! that every Lukewarm professor could realize the clean work that God is about to make among His PROFESSED people... Says the True Witness: "I know thy WORKS." The Third Angel is leading UP a people, STEP by STEP, higher + higher. At every STEP they will be TESTED." SG 4:35-7.

We pause to thank the Lord for this Press: for the privilege + honor of these precious Selections from His Word. We do not intend to let the BABYLONIANS fool us!

Whom we consider to be "PUBLIC ENEMIES # 1!!"
The Mafia + the Crime-Syndicate want no INNER RENEWAL either! Neither do the Women who hang out with them!
"Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!!"

7. CAN FAITH BE ALONE ???

If one thinks the Sabbath can be the FIRST DAY of the Week + if one thinks that "The Wages of Sin is DEATH!" means "EVERLASTING LIFE!" - in TORMENTS - IN A LIVING HELL! Then perhaps that same ADDLED BRAIN will come up with "FAITH" being "ALONE!"

8. IS FAITH LIKE LOVE - AN IN-BETWEEN WORD?

If a Girl says: "I love!", everyone holds their Breathe to find out, WHO does she LOVE or WHAT does she LOVE ? The word JOINS, it UNITES, it MARRIES, it CONJUGATES, it is CONJUGATIVE, it brings about a CONJUNCTION. Therefore it is the height of Stupidity to speak of "FAITH" or "LOVE" being "ALONE!" Excepting in the limited Sense that Luther employed it. Like the lovely Maid that does not want to display her:"LOVE" in Public but "ALONE!" (Still meaning TWO!); Not wanting CHURCH or STATE to stand over him with a Whip - he wanted to exercise Faith "ALONE!" meaning each one in the Privacy of his own Home to have the Word of God to Read + Understand for HIMSELF without being Chained to the Pulpit! At the Mercy of Tradition! And the galling "WORKS" known only too well in the "Vows of Penance, Obedience, Poverty" of the NUNNERY or MONKERY.

If a Man says "I have FAITH!" - the natural Question that follows as certain as Night follows Day - WHAT do you have Faith - IN! Faith merely JOINS! What are you planning to be JOINED to. What is your "FAITH!"
These cunning Theologians know how to put across their Pet Traditions or Superstitions — all at once they do not know that Faith "ALONE" was NOT in the Bible! That Luther put it in there. Ask any Priest or Preacher who knows anything. Or look it up in the Library. But he only meant it in a LIMITED SENSE = not as EVANGELICALISM runs away with it — as a Dog with a Bone.

BRINSMEAD = who can find any Kind of Translation when he is of a Mind to put across a certain Point all at once does not seem to ever know that Israel did not enter in because of: "UNBELIEF" (Hebrews 4:6.)

IN THE EMPHATIC GREEK = or take it from the MARGINAL REFERENCE which is as Authentic as the Text! It is right in YOUR BIBLE! "...entered not in because of UNBELIEF!" and we should be careful lest we Fall after the same example of:"DISOBEDIENCE!" Your Bible Hebrews 4:11.

(MARGINAL REFERENCE "DISOBEDIENCE!")

The Word:"DISOBEDIENCE!" is a much Better word encompassing much more than some vaporous:"UNBELIEF!" For no people PROFESSED more : DEFENDED their Religion to the bitter DEATH! They did not lack what is popularly known as "FAITH" or "BELIEF" - but "OBEEDIENCE" is quite another matter. As Ellen G. White would say:

"They OBEYED not because they BELIEVED now."
"Ye see then how by WORKS a man is JUSTIFIED, and not by Faith ONLY...For as the Body without the spirit is DEAD, so Faith without WORKS is DEAD also." James 2:24-6.

"It is not FAITH...It is PRESUMPTION." GC 472.

We do not want, and the Holy Spirit does not Teach; the terrible DEHUMANIZING FUTILITARIANISM INHERENT IN THE EVANGELICAL "CHRIST DID IT ALL!" - PAXTON=BRINSMEAD MYTHOLOGY OF CLOTHO=ATROPOS=LACHESIS : that leaves us with NO WILL=AMBITION=HOPE=PRIDE of ACHIEVEMENT= with no Right to a CROWN of VICTORY! No=use=to=Try! DROP=DEAD.

9. WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF THEY CONTINUE TO SO DISHONOR THE GRACE + POWER OF GOD + ALL HEAVEN IN OVERCOMING? If the Third Angel's Message is given to encourage the Fruit of the Gospel - CONVERSION=REGENRATION=RENEWAL is denied simply to be:"IN COMMON" with Babylon

"...here is a LITTLE COMPANY who are RESISTING."PK 587.
"...the despised REMNANT...have RESISTED." PK 590-1.
"...The Lord chose OTHERS." TM 70.
"...Seventh-day Adventists...shall be brought down to HELL!" RH A3:69. Aug. 1, 1893. -34-
"He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS." RH A3:273,248. July 1895.
"...He will use OTHERS." Same - p.275.
"...I saw that the Lord was whetting His sword in Heaven to CUT=THEM=DOW...Their LOVE for this World swallows up their FAITH...He will pass them by, and raise up OTHERS to fill their places...Now He has NO=USE=FOR=YOU, and lets you go, bidding you, "Go to now, ye RICH men... Your means are not needed." SG 2:226-246.

10.WHAT IS THE MAJOR CONTENTION OF THESE BABYLONIANS?

They keep Yapping away about it was all:"DONE!" on the Cross. It was:"FINISHED!" Here again - we have an in-between Word. WHAT is "FINISHED?" His earthly LIFE? His earthly MISSION? Is the word all-inclusive or selective + directive? Is it Shrapnel that mows everything down: or is it a Sharp-Shooter Rifle Shot?
"...to FINISH the Transgression, and make an END of SINS." Dan.9:24. (The Translators were not Sure of the Word and the Margin reads:"...to RESTRAIN the Transgression." In any case what was literally:"FINISHED?" Was sin finished? Not that we can Remember! We think it is still going on! Or has this a SYMBOLIC application + not LITERAL?)

John 4:34 + 5:36. Informs us that certain "WORK" or "WORKS" were: "...given Me to FINISH."

Romans 9:28. Did Paul ever see Christ? Is this Paul speaking AFTER the Cross? "For He will FINISH the WORK, and cut it short in righteousness: because a short WORK will the Lord make upon the Earth.""...a REMNANT shall be Saved." vs 27. AA 379-381 brings this to the:"...closing WORK of the Gospel." and then Christ shall come. This is also in Harmony with EW 280. He throws down the Censor and with a loud Voice said:"...It is DONE."...His WORK there is FINISHED." EW 279,280.

People who are UNLEARNED or UNSTABLE : WREST the Scriptures to support a Dogma - I wonder what they would do with:
"And so all Israel shall be Saved." AA 378. And up above that and after that; it speaks of a:"REMNANT" to be Saved! Anyway: people with an active Imagination could make Political Hay out of that! Go along with MAXWELL - UNIVERSAL SALVATION! "IT'S IN THE BIBLE!" ALL ISRAEL SHALL BE SAVED! That's why we are instructed to go by:"Two or three Witnesses."(All Israel will be Saved. Spiritual Israel or Literal Israel? Who knows but the Lord who is Israel?)

These Philistine Babblet come in to the Camp + the King Sauls are Speechless. -35-
11. WHAT GOOD DID THE PAXTON ROUND OF ADVENTISM DO?


12. WHAT IS THE REPLY IN SUMMARY? WITH OTHER DETAIL?

NEVER was there an "ATONEMENT" made in the Symbolic Service except in STAGES. FIRST, as all should know, the Yearly "MOST HOLY PLACE" Atonement could not, nor could any other Atonement be made without "BLOOD." Sometimes "BLOOD" and "WATER."

I do not know if it says so here, but I will suggest it, the Priest that sheds the BLOOD - is not necessarily the Priest that MINISTERS the BLOOD! This is a Point worthy of more careful Study.

NEXT - the BLOOD had to be Ministered by: (A) a Priest the "DAY OF ATONEMENT" ministration required NONE but the HIGH-PRIEST - upon penalty of DEATH, and if he was not Right with God, he would be STRUCK DEAD!

So who was there to "Minister the Blood" at the Cross? Roman Soldiers? The common Rabble? The Wicked Jews?

(B) The Priest had to be WASHED; ROBED, had to carry the Blood in a proper Container; with Witnesses + Assistants to Aid him, Sympathize with him. Who was there at the Cross to do any of that?

(C) The Priest (High-Priest - no Secondary Priest!) had to do this in proper ROBES, and in a proper PLACE. Very carefully He was Crucified "WITHOUT THE GATE" of the Holy City. The Holiest Place in the Holy City was the MOST HOLY PLACE in the Temple-Sanctuary. Surely no one will pretend any Part of the above SYMBOLISMS was carried out AT THE CROSS? So if the Shedding of the BLOOD was "FINISHED!" was the Rest of the Ritualism also "FINISHED?" If so by whom? It required (1) A CLEAN Person. (2) A HIGH-PRIEST. (3) In proper ROBES. (4) It had to be in the proper PLACE.

(5) At the precise moment of His Death - the Lamb escaped the Priests hand. DA 756. The inner Veil of the Temple is torn from top to bottom by "...an unseen Hand." The Glory had departed. The EARTHLY was "FINISHED!" Or does the Jew and the Evangelical still consider that a "HOLY PLACE?"

(6) There had to be the Tables of the Law. (7) The Mercy Seat above the Law. No Mercy without it. (8) The Glory, the Bright Light above, the Shekinah - had to be veiled by Incense. (9) Blood sprinkled on Mercy Seat. (10) Blood represented MERITS of Christ. NO BLOOD. NO MERITS, NO FORGIVENESS. NO ANSWERING GLORY THAT DAY. -36- DA 756-7.
LESSON # 4

1. WHAT WAS MISSING AT THE CROSS + IN THE UNHOLY CITY?

There was no Priest, and not even a pretense of a Priest, that offered any Blood that fateful Day.

If the earthly "HOLY TEMPLE" + "HOLY CITY" + "HOLY PEOPLE" + "HOLY PRIESTS" were all:"FINISHED:" that Day,

but if the Lord in Mercy delayed the JUDGMENT for 30 years= and if in the meantime - He arose - was His DEATH the Key-Event: the High-Light of that Drama: did His DEATH bring Joy + Hope + Glory unspeakable - or was it His New LIFE?

REMEMBER NOW - every detail had deep Symbolic Meaning!

What gave the Marys + Marthas hope? What brought unbeliev-able Hope to the Disciples? What changed the flash Vic- tory of the Church + State Dignitaries to Sour-Grapes?

We are only to go to the Cross for an Example of the Lamb slain for the Sins of the World; the unbelievable Act of our Creator permitting Himself to be Offered.

BUT NOW ONLY THE DOUBTING THOMASES FAIL TO SEE: the much Greater significance in His rising above His Enemies. In literal FACT! Faster than any Bullet, swifter than a Laser Beam, He went to Heaven. Was accepted as High-Priest, and Returned. Walked thru closed Doors - no Jews - no Romans: even attempted to Arrest Him now and in the sight of 500. He ascended above the Clouds; what an Excitement this must have caused in the Unholy City that Day and for Months to come!

AND IF YOU BELIEVE: switch your Faith in Church alone to Christ alone. He will SEND the Holy Spirit as a SIGN of who are His? NOT, as is the Irresponsible GABBLING of the UNBELIEVERS that edit that: so-called, self-styled "AWAKENING", and "PRESENT TRUTH", which is only the Stirring of the dead Bones of SPURGEON=CALVIN=MOODY=FROOM NICHOLS-MAXWELL-HOUTEF as defiant as any Jews of Old; to accept the Risen Lord, and "FOLLOW HIM!" whereassoever He goeth! but, like Judas, they betray their Lord with a Kiss. And go BACK to the DOMINATION of the commandments of MEN! And go back up the Hill of Golgotha which is where the JEWS sought their ESCAPE from the Son of God! GOLGOTHA + DEATH was the Hope of the JEWS, the Hope of the Disciples + their Marys - sprung up at the empty TOMB! And at the Hope of the Holy Spirit the "RIGHT" of those ONLY - who "FOLLOWED" Him by Faith INTO the Heavenly Sanctuary! THIS was JUSTIFICATION by Faith THEN - this is JUSTIFICATION by Faith NOW! All this BRINSMEAD denies!
2. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BRINSMEAD + THE DISCIPLES?

GOLGOTHA was a Place of HORROR; a Place to FLEE FROM!
The Disciples placed their Hope in a "RISEN SAVIOUR" one who is ALIVE! And they sought Him - Justification by Faith in "ONE MEDIATOR between God + man" our High-Priest in the Sanctuary in Heaven! This Faith was Revived in 1844.

Brinsmead rejects BOTH! He is a Minister of the DEAD! He stirs the DEAD-BONES of SPURGEONISM=EVANGELICALISM; that Adventists BURIED - AGES AGO!

3. WHERE DOES BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=HARDINGE SEEK JUSTIFICATION?

HUDSON said, the "ESSENCE" of the AWAKENING Excitement in Australia was all in a "CHART." Since featured by RDB and FTW in their Publications. That CHART calls for:"JUSTIFICATION" by Faith in the:"OUTER COURT!" That is why they revel in the Place of the DEAD, and have a DEAD Religion. "It is not by TRYING, but by DYING!" TWICE DEAD! Plucked up by the Roots. We have a "LIVING" Faith! IN the Sanctuary! IN the Most Holy Place! Not outside of it!

BRINSMEAD: "THE OUTER COURT...Once inside the Gate, you will find Jesus...Thus you have entered the experience of the OUTER COURT. This is JUSTIFICATION by Faith." p.41-2.

RDB=ADA. 1960-2. Placed in a Tract for "MASS DISTRIBUTION."
WRIGHT: Same CHART. Same thing - a two-page Center-piece Spread - "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION." Anyone who does not believe as they set forth is the "ANTICHIST!" the FOULEST NAME in any Language!

HARDINGE: This thing swept thru the Adventist + Reform Ranks with barely a Peep of Protest anywhere, lest they be found:"Accusing!" - some Mythical:"Brethren!" - so since the Adventists liked it all that much, LESLIE HARDINGE gave it to them at the General Conference Session. "JUSTIFICATION by Faith; this is the Message of the COURT." p.9. R&H. June 19,1970.

ALL THREE - reserve the "Going IN" to the Most Holy Place for the "JUDGMENT (SEALING) HOUR" - hence "THE JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE!" (or so they allege.)

Thus they prefer the Place that Christ IS NOT! And Plan to seek Him in the Most Holy Place - AFTER He has LEFT!

While in the meantime taking Oath that He never left the Most Holy Place at all! Thus He is a PANTHEISTIC PHANTOM - floating IN + OUT. He is EVERYWHERE + NOWHERE! This is SPIRITUALISM at its RAWEST!

4. WHAT DID THAT RECKLESS MENTALITY DEVELOP INTO?

EVERYBODY has the "RIGHT" to the "HOLY SPIRIT!" Like a Magazine + a Harlot - "EVERYBODY'S!"
In the 16th. Century the Reformation had the same Element to contend with, called "ENTHUSIASM" - Luther said "If you think you can sit in a corner and gape up to Heaven and receive the Holy Spirit; you will receive 100,000 Devils!"

"Luther...knew them to be men of unsound Judgment and undisciplined Passions, who, while claiming to be especially Illuminated from Heaven, would not endure the slightest contradiction, or even the kindest Reproof or Counsel. Arrogating to themselves supreme authority, they required everyone, without a question, to acknowledge their claims. Said Luther, concerning the Leaders in this Movement: "To them the Holy Scriptures (to the Awakening of the SoP) were but a DEAD LETTER, and they all began to Cry, 'THE SPIRIT! the SPIRIT!' But most assuredly I will not follow where their "SPIRIT" leads them! May God of His mercy preserve me from a CHURCH in which there are none but SAINTS... THOMAS MUNZER, the most active of the Fanatics...gave themselves up to be governed by IMPRESSIONS, regarding every THOUGHT and IMPULSE as the "VOICE OF GOD"...

"COUNTERFEIT HOLINESS, spurious SANCTIFICATION, is still doing its work of Deception. Under various forms it exhibits the same spirit as in the Days of Luther, diverting minds from the Scriptures (FROM the Testimonies!) and leading men to follow their own FEELINGS and IMPRESSIONS rather than to yield OBEDIENCE to the LAW of God. This is one of Satan's most successful devices to cast reproach upon purity and truth." GC 190-3.

"LUTHER AT THE WARTBURG...said with deep concern,"I always expected that Satan would send us this PLAGUE."...The opposition of the Pope and the Emperor had not caused him so great perplexity and distress...From the PROFESSIONAL FRIENDS of the Reformation had risen its WORST enemies." GC 187.

D'AUBIGNE REPORTS - to their Appeal to "THE SPIRIT!" Luther replied: "I hit your spirit on the Snout!"

5. REPORTING AS HISTORIANS WHAT IS THE RECORD OF WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO DO AWAY WITH THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?
1957=LEROY FROOM ("Professor Emeritus for Prophetic Understanding for Andrews (Seminary) University.")"Our doctrinal positions are based on the Bible NOT upon Mrs. White's writings." QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES (QD) p.183. 1957.
1957=LEROY FROOM: "...it is essential that FIRST OF ALL we remember this basic FACT: NO DOCTRINAL TRUTH OR PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION EVER CAME TO THIS PEOPLE INITIALLY THROUGH THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY..." -39-
NO. NOT IN A SINGLE CASE. The messenger of the Lord never ran AHEAD of the Church's discovery of Truth direct from the Word. That may be a surprise to some but it is true...IT DID NOT INITIATE TRUTH." p.11. SDA MINISTRY Magazine. Feb.1957.

1966=LEROY FROOM: "We are not INNOVATORS, but rather are actually the CONTINUATORS + CONSUMMATORS of the sound (?) prophetic exposition built up through centuries...We are not DISCOVERERS of what is NEW, but RECOVERERS of what is Old + True. Ours is therefore not an INVENTION, but a RETENTION of what others have let slip...That is our relationship to Roman Catholic positions on Prophecy, when she had forsaken the Teachings of her early church forefathers...

"SECOND, we are carrying forward the sound (?) exposition begun but tragically dropped by the great Protestant Reformation + Post-Reformation leaders...That is a conspectus of our Message, and explains our sense of Mission." L.E.FROOM. SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. April 1966.

1966=HOWARD B.WEEKS PR DEPT.: "If in expectation of a larger prophetic role amid these trends Adventists should gird up their evangelistic loins they would find themselves IN=STEP=with=OTHER=EVANGELICALS who share their concern...BILLY GRAHAM, the nation's best-known EVANGELICAL...With this BACKGROUND, there is perhaps more significance than might ordinarily be seen in the scheduling by EVANGELICAL forces of a WORLD CONGRESS on Evangelism in West Berlin during parts of Oct. + Nov. 1966...BILLY GRAHAM as honorary Chairman...

"The Adventist Church today is better PREPARED (?) to make=common=cause with these=other=Evangelicals...and to benefit...from=any=FALLOUT...from=other=Denominations...

Ah! Yes! You see what they Planned? But Brother Billy as an Elder writes - OUT-SMARTED the Adventists - by more Adventists coming over to Billy Graham in what is Coming, KEY '73, than the Adventists scooped into their Net! Why should they come to an UNPOPULAR MOVEMENT just because this Laodicean Harlot turns on the Red-Light? Instead her Children are sneaking OUT! 395,000 Members LOST - between GC Session 1970 to Vienna 1975! In 5 short Years ; 395,000 Members lost! Will their New Scheming do any Better? Now the Pulpits are being LOST as the Babylonians push Closer + Closer and take over the SDA Pulpits including PRESBYTERIAN + ROMISH PRIESTS !!!
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"According to L.E. Froom:

"Today the old largely negative approach - emphasizing chiefly the things wherein we DIFFER from all other Religious Groups - is past, definitely past. And that is as it should be... Let us be done with a lopsided, inadequate emphasis... We are to move into our rightful(?) place as today's FOREMOST Heralds of the Gospel...

"WITH THIS APPROACH to evangelism Seventh-day Adventists will in large measure...

(Here it comes !!!)

"... be participants in a COMMON CRUSADE with OTHER=CONSERVATIVE, EVANGELICAL=GROUPS in opposing "apostasy" within the LARGE=DENOMINATIONS... with a clear assertion of the denomination's EVANGELICAL=HERITAGE... a new era of evangelistic emphasis + MEMBERSHIP=GROWTH." p.19-21. SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. June 1966. HOWARD B. WEEKS. LLU-PR DEPT.

(THAT was the PLAN! RESULTS ??? Sold out to Babylon with NO RETURNS! Instead of Adventists with the Adventist Message ministering to the other Churches..... well, wait and see what is Coming......)

1971=A SECRET DAY: in which the entire Church went out in the Afternoon - to visit "OFF-SHOOTS" and call them BACK into the Church with Starry-eyed Plans of what they had in Store for them.

1972=MARCH + MAY: Brinsmead + Wright gave up their own Religion to fall in Line with EVANGELICALISM at it's WORST! To fall in Step with that 1970 MAXWELL "BOOK OF A NEW ORDER", as=far=as=they=can=go OMEGA OF APOSTASY NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Christ=Messiah comes! Hence - NO SEALING! NO CLOSE OF PROBATION! PROBATION OPEN WHEN CHRIST COMES! NO 7 LAST PLAGUES! NO LETTING THE WINDS GO! NO ARMAGEDDON! NO VOICE OF GOD! NO DEATH=DECREED DEGREE! NO THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE! all gone with the Wind!

The most momentous Event in all Adventist History! That they should feature such a thing on their largest Telecast Programme! That Heppenstall should convince (Bribe!) the Awakening to drop their 17 Years of Blarney for this calling on the GC 624 "ANTICHRIST!" - to come. And Adventists by + large Shell-Shocked + Non-Committal + Neutral. Did they actually expect SUCCESS? The Heavens were Brass. As Nimrod built the Tower of Babel higher + ever higher actually picking up Speed as the Top became smaller and smaller = God let them go so far ; then sent a Lightning Bolt to knock the Top off! So in the midst of this Babel of confused voices ; a Lightning Bolt struck the President of the GC at a Campmeeting in Wisconsin. R&H. Aug.9,1973. p.24.
6. HOW DO WE SUMMARIZE THESE DEVELOPMENTS?

PROphetically, we have shown the PREDICTIONS by the Woman who never made any Predictions! HISTORICALLY we have shown Step by Step how these Predictions have been fulfilled. GC 443-5, 464-473, 606-8. SM 1:193-241. SM 2:13-131. ST:136, 211-2, 80-1.

7. WHAT HAS THIS BROUGHT THE CHURCH TO?

Downgrading Ellen G. White, thinking that by Treading her down, they elevate themselves "PRIDE goeth before a Fall!" - so they ended up in the Ecumenical Ditch in the Wreckage of KEY '73. As she said they would.

8. WHAT DID THEY TEACH TO TRY TO FLATTER THEIR AMOURS?

FROOM in 1966, said to let the Banners trail in the Dust - keep the things in which we DIFFER - out of Sight. 1969 - at last he swung it so the AUTUMN COUNCIL passed a Resolution to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. RH. Dec. 18, 1969. p. 20. Over & over again - RDB said he was Teaching "IN COMMON" with the EVANGELICALS meeting them on: "COMMON GROUND" was the only way to Win them! (To What?) 1970 in the MAXWELL BOOK listen to this:

"Every now + then some MISGUIDED person announces AUTHORITATIVELY (Oh? Some SIN in that? Then why are YOU so "AUTHORITATIVE!" if to be:"AUTHORITATIVE!” - is a SIN?)"

"...announces AUTHORITATIVELY that the long-expected DELIVERER is coming to=a=certain=privileged GROUP at a specified place, but it never happens. Every=such=announcement=should=be=regarded=as=FRAUDULENT." "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" MAXWELL p. 69. (FREE! Box 100, Thousands Oaks, Calif. 91360.)

"Nor will He SEPARATE them by religious affiliation, saying,"Methodists to the right + all others to the left. No, indeed." p. 85. OLD MAXWELL 1970.

OLD FROOM "We are ONE with our fellow Christians of denominational groups in the great fundamentals of the faith...as a part of the Divine Plan for evangelization of the World, and we=hold=in=high=esteem the Christian men + women in other communions who are engaged in winning souls to Christ." QUEER + QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES p. 32, 625-6.

No wonder with that Kind of Teaching! 395,000 Adventists went over to those other Churches in 5 Years! Sr. White gave:"No Prophetic Interpretation - no, not in a Single case!" - that washes her up! And now OTHER Churches are saving Souls; so that washes us up entirely! We only:"ALSO RAN!"
9. WHAT HAS THE AWAKENING DONE TO FINISH HER OFF?

You will need some real "GRACE" and some "ENMITY" for this one - (GC 505-9). (For Restricted Circulation) (To Donor's List Only - ADDRESS already given TWICE!) in announcing that $5.00 Book on EGW.

The Biggest Plan since L.E. FROOM unloaded his Book "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" on the other Churches.

THIS AMBITIOUS SCHEME calls for 25,000 of these Books when the final draft is completed - now calling on 150 Pet SDA Ministers who are collaborating with RDB in this:"THRUST!" R.D.BRINSMEAL; "Now if we take our Protestant friends through a SURVEY of Ellen White's theology...they will ADMIT, if they are honest, that this is MAINSTREAM PROTESTANT teaching...She is not a "Johnny-come-lately" with a newfangled gospel in these Last Days...Let us call this "COMMON FAITH" the everlasting Gospel...

(Was it not the FOOLISH VIRGINS who went to the "COMMON MARKET=PLACE?" Too FOOLISH to know the DIFFERENCE?)

"...When I talked with some of the men in Washington, one kept saying to me,"Brother, we have a SPECIAL message." I said,"Brother, if we are not careful about the idea of a SPECIAL message, and don't put it in its right context, we will end up with 'ANOTHER GOSPEL,' 2 Cor.11:4, instead of 'the EVERLASTING gospel.' Rev.14:6."...NO NEWFANGED GOSPEL WILL DO, but the old, old gospel that has been held consistently by all the great men, and we must stand with all of them...with LUTHER + CALVIN + WESLEY + AUGUSTINE + ATHANASIUS...(Then he draws a parallel with queer Sects or Cults such as Joseph Smith, or Mary Baker Eddy, or Russell, but rather let the Spirit move upon a Last Day ELIJAH)

"He is not an INNOVATOR, but he has a work of RESTORATION. ...we must convince them that we stand EQUALLY=WITH=THEM... We stand in the shoes of WESLEY + LUTHER + CALVIN + ATHANASIUS + AUGUSTINE on this great COMMON faith...We believe in that TRADITION...as the CHAMPIONS of it...Do not make of Mrs. White an UTTER HERETIC...Let me put it another way. No thinking Christian will listen to your stand on any of these great doctrines, such as the Sabbath, the state of the dead, etc., until he sees you are SOUND on "the eternal verities of the Christian faith."...She does not major on minors." DURANBAH DIGEST. No.22-Aug.15,1975.

(There is so much more GARBAGE there that we do truly Wonder how so many can be so Silent - not willing to Blabber Mouth. Elijah would make short-shift of him - take off his "INFLUENCE" - just below his Itching-Ears!)
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10. A WORD FROM MADELYN LEWIS - "Here is a pure undefiled beautiful Reference < 6 Test. 378. (Pure Faith.) "FAITH is clasping the Hand of Christ in every Emergency."
COL 112-4. "FAITH means to find & accept the Gospel "TREASURE" - with all the obligations which it imposes...
Rev.14:12 "and the FAITH of Jesus."

MADELYN LEWIS - this sure does not Sound like the Doctrines of the (5) FOOLISH VIRGINS, SDA CHURCH + their true personal Decoys of Satan's Agents - RDB - and his faithful Brother - "OLD FRED" (WRONG!) ; may God remember them real Good ; these False Prophets of Hell + Death!

"We cannot sanction their course by ASSOCIATING with them, partaking in their Feasts + their Councils, where God does not preside. Such a course, so far from benefiting them, would only cause them to DOUBT the REALITY of our Religion. WE=SHOULD=BE=FALSE=LIGHTS, by our example leading Souls to RUIN." SM 2:128.

"The TRUTH is so DIFFERENT in character. & work from the ERRORS preached from POPULAR pulpits that when it is brought before the people for the first Time, it almost overwhelms them." Ev.177. See 410-1.

"The ministers of the Popular Churches will not allow the TRUTH to be presented to the people from their Pulpits. The=Enemy=leads=them. . . We are to raise aloft the Banner on which is inscribed:"The Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." The World is soon to meet the great LAWGIVER over His broken LAW." 8T:197.

"To divide our Interest with the Leaders of Error is aiding the wrong side + giving advantage to our foes. The Truth of God knows no compromise with sin, no connection with artifice, no UNION with transgression. Soldiers are wanted who will always answer to the Roll Call and be ready for immediate action : NOT=THOSE=WHO, when needed, are found AIDING=THE=ENEMY." 4T:81.

"The popular Churches are filled with men who, while they make a PRETENSE of serving God, are thieves, murderers, adulterers, and fornicators; but those who profess our lowly Faith claim a HIGHER STANDARD." 4T:493.
And right there you hold the Key in your hand, that unlocks the DIFFERENCE between the Third Angel's Message and the popular Churches of Babylon. We have a HIGHER STANDARD. There is no inherent RIGHTEOUSNESS in the BEAST GOD of HELL-TORMENT! And no "RIGHTEOUSNESS" in those who refuse to OVERCOME!
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"In the Day when the Ledger of Heaven shall be opened... his own lips will confess his shame, his selfishness, covetousness, dishonesty, dissembling, and fraud. His sins, HIDDEN from the knowledge of men, will THEN be proclaimed, as it were, upon the Housetop." 4T:493.

"The Churches of the World are being drugged with the opiates of Error... "What communion hath LIGHT with DARKNESS... Wherefore come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord God." p.436,441. Magen + Spalding Collection.

But in this Hour of Midnight, the Foolish Virgins forget the Lord that bought them, and RETURN to their Wallowing in the First Apartment Mire.

"While the World + Carnal PROFESSORS are rushing DOWNWARD to Death, those who climb the Hill will have to put forth EFFORTS or they will be carried DOWN with them... "Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE." Here is the CONDITIONAL promise: "I will receive you." FROM=THE=BE=GINNING, Christ has called His people OUT of the World and required them to be SEPARATE, having no fellowship with the unfruitful WORKS of DARKNESS... There is no concord between Christ + Belial... "Seeing that our God... hast given us such DELIVERANCE as this; should we again break Thy commandments, and JOIN in AFFINITY with the people of these ABOMINATIONS?... "Moreover all the Chief of the Priests, and the people, transgressed very much after all the ABOMINATIONS of the Heathen; and polluted the House of the Lord... "They sacrificed unto DEVILS, not to God... The Israel of God in these Last Days are in constant danger of MINGLING with the World + losing all signs of being the chosen people of God. Read again Titus 2:13-15... Think ye that God will receive, honor, and acknowledge a people so MIXED=UP=WITH=THE=WORLD that they differ from them only in NAME? Read again Titus 2:13-15. It is soon to be known who is on the Lord's side." 1T: 279-287.

"Jesus will not commission Holy Angels to extricate those who make NO EFFORT to help themselves." 1T:345.

11. WHERE DID BRINSMEAD RECEIVE HIS LATEST "NEW LIGHT"?

We doubt if his Lord + Master: HEPPENSTALL - will like boyish frankness as he once-in-a-while ADMITS his Source. The GABBLING you have been hearing for over 3 Years - is all based on: (BABYLONIAN = ENEMY OF GOD!) George Eldon Ladd...FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. Send for (Free!) April 1976. PRESENT TRUTH, P.O. Box 1311, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028. -45-
Proud as a Peacock, assuming airs of Sincerity + Confidence - OLD FROOM led them by the Nose in 40 Years of Wilderness - 1933-1973 - (NO=PROPHETIC=INTERPRETATION=FROOM?) "Those who have been REGARDED as WORTHY + RIGHT-EOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY + examples in INDIFFERENCE + in the abuse of God's mercies. Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with THEM without Mercy...The SEAL of God will be placed upon the Foreheads of those ONLY who Sigh + Cry for the ABOMINATIONS done in the Land. Those who link in sympathy with the World are eating and drinking with the drunken + will surely be destroyed WITH the Workers of Iniquity..."And at that time shall Michael stand up...." 5T:212.

12. DID EGW HAVE NO SPECIAL MESSAGE AS RDB MAKES OUT?

"As Jesus was CRUCIFIED, so I saw that these Messages have been CRUCIFIED. And as the disciples declared that there was Salvation in-no-other-Name under Heaven, given among men; so, also, should the Servants of God faithfully + fearlessly declare that those who embrace but a PART of the Truths connected with the Third Message must gladly embrace the first, second + third Messages as God has given them, or=have=no=part=nor=lot in the matter." SG 1:75. EW 261.

"There is no Bible sanctification for those who cast a part of the Truth behind them." 1T:338.

"I saw that since Jesus had LEFT the Holy place of the heavenly Sanctuary, and had entered within the Vail, the Churches were LEFT as were the Jews; and they have been filling up with every unclean + hateful Bird... Their PROFESSION, their PRAYERS + their EXHORTATIONS, are an ABOMINATION in the sight of God...Jesus + the Angels looked upon them in Anger...they will drink the Wrath of God. An innumerable host of evil angels...The CHURCHES + religious Bodies are CROWDED with them...All Heaven beholds with INDIGNATION." SG 1:190-1.EW 274.

"The professed Christian Churches are NOT converting the World." 9T:65.

"Conformity to Worldly CUSTOMS converts THE CHURCH to the World; it NEVER converts the World to Christ." GC 509.

"Men who will not admit the claims of God's LAW... Their case is as HOPELESS as was that of the Jews." 3T: "Forbears to take the FIRST STEP!" p.236. 213.
LESSON # 5

1. WHAT HAD ALL THIS TO DO WITH THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE?

The Disciples were to Flee the Sabbatarian City when they saw the "ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION:" Mark 13:14. ("Let him that readeth UNDERSTAND.")

"The Wicked shall DO wickedly, and NONE of the Wicked shall UNDERSTAND." Dan.12:10.

2. WHAT SHOULD THEY UNDERSTAND?

The FATE of Old Jerusalem was but a "Faint Shadow" of what is Coming on the Earth in the Terrors of the Last Days. 1884 GC=SoP 4:25. GC 25. The Decree: "Your House is left unto you DESOLATE!" was twofold in its Meaning. They may call us:"CRAZED ALARMISTS!" ; but that will not Stop the "DOOM" from being:"CERTAIN!" "The Command had gone forth,"CUT-IT-DOWN; why cumbereth it the Ground?"1884 GC=SoP 4:26-7. GC 26-7.

"What a Lesson is this to men holding positions of respon-sibility to-day in the Church of God!...The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the Days of Jeremiah is a solemn warning to modern Israel, that the counsels + admonitions given them through chosen Instrumentalities cannot be disregarded with impunity...The Message of the Lord to Judah was: "He that REMAINETH in this City shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE: but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans shall LIVE...Plain + Positive were the words spoken." PK 416-7,455.

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given... So Christ sorrows + weeps over OUR CHURCHES, over OUR INSTITUTIONS of Learning, that have FAILED to meet the demand of God...moving in the same Track as JERUSALEM... You are now to call things by the RIGHT=NAME + stand firm in defense=of=the=TRUTH as it is in Jesus...TRUTH must be DEFENDED." 8T:67,211.

3. HOW DID THEY FIX UP YOUR GC TO READ ???

"As He warned His disciples of Jerusalem's destruction, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN, that they might make their ESCAPE; so He has warned THE WORLD of the day of final destruction, and has given their tokens of its approach, that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH to come." Your GC 37.

4. HOW DID IT READ IN THE ORIGINAL ??? 1884 SoP 4:38.

"As He warned His disciples of Jerusalem's destruction, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN, that they might make their ESCAPE; so He has warned HIS PEOPLE."-47-
5. WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE IN THE ORIGINAL FROM THE FAKE?

The ORIGINAL said the Destruction of Old Jerusalem one of the 7 Horrors of the World; was a WARNING to "HIS PEOPLE" - that they may "FLEE" lest the "MIDNIGHT THIEF" take us unawares so that "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION" shall come upon the "CARELESS" - this reminds us of those in this MIDNIGHT HOUR who are saying: "Peace + Safety" so they End up being:"CARELESS" - (couldn't=care=less!), and "INDIFFERENT" to the Warning: "INDIFFERENT + CARELESS...
The Angels of God LEFT these...the Angels of God LEFT those who made=NO-EFFORT to help themselves...the Angels of God have the charge: "They are JOINED to their Idols, let them ALONE," and they pass on to their Work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS...." 1T:180-7.

There you have the Contrast that we are tring to show you = the DIFFERENCE between the WISE + the FOOLISH - the "NO-EFFORT" AWAKENING has JOINED the "NO-EFFORT" WORLD + the Angels of God LEAVE them at that Point because they accepted SPURGEONISM : the Doctrine that your character-nature cannot be CHANGED: so why TRY? But should we read on ???

"Those who come up to every Point, and stand every Test, and OVERCOME, be the price what it may, have HEEDED the Counsel of the True Witness, and THEY will receive the Latter Rain, and thus be fitted for TRANSLATION."1T:187.

There is the whole Story in a Nut-Shell.

Which Side will you be on? With the WISE or the FOOLISH?
The FOOLISH light their Tapers from BABYLON's Altar.
"Come OUT of Her - My people!"

6. WHY DID THEY FIX UP GC 37 LIKE THAT ???

The Scheme is - so Deep that they perhaps themselves did not know what they were up to: but the Devil that moved them knew what he was doing: this makes Room for the "ONE=AND=ONLY" Infallible=Predestinated Church * so if "THE WORLD" is to be WARNED + make their Escape: why, the Solution is Simplicity itself! Just RUSH into that: "ONE=AND=ONLY" Church! So with that they went throughout the Testimonies - REMOVING any Idea that "THE CHURCHES" would ALL of them go to the Devil: they used the Eraser in 20 Places or more to REMOVE that Idea - as you see with your own Eyes - that they did here. But = But = But = But if the Destruction + Fate of Old Jerusalem is a WARNING again to "HIS PEOPLE" to: "FLEE from the WRATH to come!" That is a Horse of a different Color. In fact God's people will LEAVE the HORSE-MOVEMENTS as they take to the PATH! -48
But as the Church + the Jews of Old + they seek Safety in the Shadow of the Multitudes - OUT of the Ark - OUT of the Sanctuary in Heaven. "ALONE WITH GOD!" in ESCAPING to the: "Isolated Places", has no attraction to them. Thus they CHANGED the Testimonies as the ADVENTIST GENERAL CONFERENCE voted to do and appointed a:"Committee of 5" with URIAH SMITH at the Head + the Adventist False Prophet - to go thru the Books + CHANGE them! That was Voted + Passed in 1883 - they make their BOAST of it in: EGW-MR 65,80. VOP-TC 62. They even had the NERVE to openly BOAST of it in the GC Session = Vienna 1975. R&H. July 16,1975. p.847. (11). WOODS vs EGW! And now their "SPECTRUM" Magazine is agitating to kick her out Completely as not being:"Contemporary with the Times." BRINSMEAD writes that she was alright in the:"Times of our IMMATURITY" - in other words, when we were still:"Wet behind the Ears!" But now we have something so much Better! we have: BABYLON! (+ BRINSMEAD!)

A PARTIAL SUMMARY

LESSON # 6

1.WHY DID WE GIVE ALL THIS SPACE IN THIS PARABLE (already more pages than PARABLE SERIES # 3 ) TO THE SCHEDULING OF RELIGIOUS FORCES TO THE BIG CRASH OF THEIR KEY '73 ???

In the Days just ahead, we PREDICT by the Authority of the Pen that made: "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS . NO, NOT IN A SINGLE CASE - THIS MAY BE A SURPRISE TO SOME - BUT IT IS TRUE!"(The Fulminations of FROOM!). WE PREDICT : the REST of the 50 Predictions she made of what the FROOMS would be up to = will also be Fulfilled in exact Order. THEREFORE we Record the HISTORICAL DATA of (A) What they did. (B) What she said they would do. (C) And what they will do NEXT = as the Scroll Unrolls. PEOPLE EVERYWHERE are more interested in:"EVENTS!" than in any other one Thing. But they do not like our (Testimony!) Interpretations of them! As before + right to the Bitter End - they will stay with the BARABBAS=BRINSMEAD visions of Grandeur + from Crisis to Victory! But we prefer the Truth so we say: "Long live the DIFFERENCE!"

2.WHAT IS THE MOST DISGUSTING THING OF ALL ???

That thing they call: "The GC President" - that they Paraded around LLU ; to hear his Flattering Commitment to their Programmes in a Eulogy < BEFORE they made him: PRESIDENT!" = incapable of Understanding plain English lets loose with a periodical Emotional=Blast - such as: "HEART TO HEART" - R&H. p.2. April 8,1976 to "COME OFF the FENCE!"; because a:"NEW ORGANIZATION" and an "OMEGA" "MAY" = "MAY" = "MAY" "COME!" It is not HERE? --49--
BLIND as Virginia Bats in the Coal-Fields — there are two things they never See:

[1] They never See any "ABOMINATION" — no matter what they do. Even with the BABYLONIANS now Swarming throughout the Ranks: all the Ministers drawing back afraid to meet these BOASTING EXORCISTS + GOLIATHS.

[2] Seeing no "ABOMINATIONS" in Past or Contemporary Adventism — they raise their hands in holy Horror that what EGW Predicted — "MAY" — "MAY" — it just "MIGHT" take us unaware: in some distant unseen: "FUTURE!" Thus the Membership — AROUSED for a fleeting moment — Slump back in their Seat CONFIDENT these Pulpit=Thumpers will, as ever — see them: "THROUGH!"

THE PARADOX IS: it is now open + raw BABYLONIANS that are Thumping the SDA Pulpits!

Except for the odd Emotional-Blast that AHAH-PIERSON of theirs — Lover of JEZEBEL-LAODICEA: applies a Band-Aid of Sympathy but does NOTHING to correct ANYTHING!

"Behold, they shall surely GATHER together, but not by Me..." Isa.54:15.

"Wherefore do ye spend MONEY for that which is not Bread?..." Isa. 55:2.

"Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of Judah...He shall be buried with the burial of an ASS!" Jer. 22:18-9.

"O my people, they that LEAD thee CAUSE thee to ERR Say ye NOT, A CONFEDERACY, to all them to whom this people shall say, A CONFEDERACY, neither Fear ye their Fear = nor be afraid...BIND UP THE TESTIMONY, seal the LAW among my disciples...And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and unto WIZARDS that Peep, and that Mutter: should not a people seek unto their God?...TO=THE=LAW + to the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO=LIGHT=IN=THEM!...

"Therefore the Lord will CUT-OFF from Israel head + tail, branch + rush, in one day. The ancient + honorable, he is the head; and the prophet that teacheth LIES, he is the TAIL. For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of THEM — are DESTROYED!"...for every one is a HYPOCRITE...And what will ye do in the Day of Visitation, and in the DESOLATION which shall come from far? to whom shall ye FLEE for HELP?... Without Me they shall bow down under the Prisoners, and they shall Fall under the Slain." Isa.3:12.8:9-20.9:14-7.10:3. (Sr. White said to read Isaiah, Jeremiah + Ezekiel as applying to our Time. 5T:753. RH A5:542.)
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3. WHAT ABOUT A "NEW ORGANIZATION" THAT POPE PIERSO IS AFRAID "MAY" COME ??? IF WE ARE NOT ON GUARD.

5T:211 tells us the "DUMB DOG" Church-Leaders will be saying: "Peace + Safety" when the Wolf=Pack is closing in. MISERABLE + BLIND to what is going on all around him!
NEVER such open Apostasy in the History of the Church! Adventist Ranks are humming with the Formation of a "NEW ORGANIZATION!". That very word used in R&H. Oct.30,1975. p.7. The Cords are being tightened. We are not to "JOIN" this "NEW ORGANIZATION" with their HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-MAXWELL-PEASE-COON-RICHARDS-CLEVELAND- "OMEGA=0F=APOSTASY=BOOKS" for that would mean: "Apostasy from the Truth!"
SM 2:390. 5T:211-2.

4. WHY SHOULD GOD CALL FOR A WARNING IN THIS HOUR?
To cause you to: STOP-LOOK + LISTEN! Do you see where the Church-Leaders are taking you?
The Question is: Do you LIKE it?
Have you been Willing - even Gladly - even Eagerly - to give them $500.00 a Year, for that Programme? The Lord struck that GC President with a Lightning Bolt and a Thunder-Clap in Wisconsin Campmeeting. R&H. Aug.9,1973. p.24.(The Year of MISSION=KEY '73! This was His answer!)
But what was + is your Answer to that MAXWELL BOOK ? Thuddering SILENCE ??? No concern for Souls?
Suffering from religious Indigestion as well as spiritu-al Hunger.
"Those who in any way HIDE the Truth dishonor God. Upon their Garments will be the Blood of Souls." 8T:155.
"They took a NEUTRAL position + thought that if they did not WAR against the Truth they would be doing quite well BUT - BUT BUT - but the LIGHT they neglected to receive + cherish went=out=in=DARKNESS...when I have a more CONVENIENT SEASON...That convenient Season has never come. They neglected the GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY that has=never=again=returned to them, for the World has shut out the LIGHT that they refused...John the Baptist was a man filled with the Holy Ghost from his birth...Yet he did not venture to trust his strength; he SEPARATED himself from his FRIENDS + RELATIVES, that his natural affections might not prove a SNARE to him." 4T:108.

5. WHERE ARE WE IN THE HISTORY OF THE ADVENTIST CHURCH?
Not everything these Babylonians say is Wrong : PAXTON said his evaluation of Adventism is that they are standing at a definite CROSS-ROADS. This has been Repeated from many Sources around the World!
"At Oswego, New York, September 7, 1850, the Lord showed me that a great work must be done for His people before they could stand in the battle in the day of the Lord. I was pointed to those who claim to be Adventists, but who reject the (real!) present Truth, and saw that they were crumbling, and that the Hand of the Lord was in their midst to divide + scatter them now in the gathering (sealing!) time, so that the precious jewels among them, who have formerly been deceived, may have their eyes opened to see their true state. And when the Truth is presented to them by the Lord's messengers, they are prepared to listen, and see its beauty + harmony, and to leave their former associates + errors, embrace the precious Truth + stand where they can define (Webster: make known) define their position." EW 69.

"...that thou shalt blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven"...I pen these words of God that those who profess to be His children may not receive the curse pronounced upon Amalek because they have followed the practices of Amalek...Page after page might be written in regard to these things. Whole conferences have been leavened with the same perverted principles. "For the rich men thereof are full of violence, and the inhabitants thereof have spoken lies, and their tongue is deceitful in their mouth." The Lord will work to purify His church. I tell you the Truth, the Lord is about to turn + overturn in the institutions called by His name. Just how soon this refining process will begin I cannot say, but it will not be long deferred. He whose FAN is in His hand will cleanse His Temple of its moral defilement. He will thoroughly purge His floor...I appeal to my brethren to wake up!!...With David we are forced to say, "It is time for Thee, Lord, to work: for they have made void Thy Law." TM 373. 1895.

"We are going to be greatly scattered before long." FCE 535. 1909.

"But no Jerusalem centers are to be made. If such centers are made, there will be a scattering out of them, by the Lord God of Heaven...We are to enter into no confederacy with those who do not love or fear God...Only by obeying this word can we be His disciples." RH A6:437.

"In the praise of human leaders...in the placing of the teachings of science above the truths of Revelation, multitudes today are following Baal...The Law of God,-52-
the divine Standard of RIGHTEOUSNESS, is declared to be of no effect. The ENEMY of all Truth is working with deceptive power to cause men + women to place human INSTITUTIONS where God should be...Yet...Many will CEASE to pay HOMAGE to man-made INSTITUTIONS, and will take their stand fearlessly on the side of God + His Law." RH A6:371-2. 1913-4.

7.WHERE WILL THEY MAKE A BREAK FROM THE AWAKENING GABBLE?

(Poor, sick - RDB + FTW!) "If you will watch + pray, and make earnest EFFORTS in the right direction, you will be thoroughly imbued with the Spirit of Jesus = Christ...through every part of our human NATURE...in the CHARACTER...it is possible for God to be formed WITHIN, the Hope of Glory." FCE 465-6. 1897.

"As God is PERFECT in His sphere, so man may be PERFECT in his sphere." 4T:591.

8.BY BABYLON'S FAITH ALONE - WITH NO GODLY WORKS?

| GC 548. | All men Rewarded according to their WORKS. |
| 5T:547. | Belief in Truth will have corresponding WORKS. |
| SM 1:381. | Do not say, have nothing to do with man's stand. |
| SC 60. | Erroneous doctrine, have nothing to do with... |
| SM 2:20. | Presenting "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" without corresponding WORKS = is greatest ERROR......... |
| 5T:287. | Every person will be JUDGED according to his... |
| 1T:620. | Faith is MANIFESTED by WORKS. 6BC 1073. |
| SR 289. | Faith is STRENGTHENED + PERFECTED by............. |
| CS 263. | Faith must be made PERFECT by SM 2:464. 5T:644. |
| PP 279. | Faith must be shown by 1T:250,620,704. 4T:592. |
| 2T:159. | Faith will NEVER save you unless JUSTIFIED by... |
| GC 472. | ensnaring Doctrine = PRESUMPTION. POPULAR. |
| 6BC 1071. | fatal deception. Teaching of popular Churches. |
| CS 152. | genuine Faith sustained by, is rare. 2T:663. |
| SM 1:382. | God's people need to hear MORE about WORKS... |
| COL 331. | Reward will be proportionate to .................. |
| MB 149. | Salvation depends on Faith made manifest by... |
| COL 312. | show whether Faith is genuine ..................... |
| CS 29. | show your Faith by...FCE 337 JAMES 2:17-26. |

9.WHAT DO THE BABYLONIANS HURL AT US IN THEIR SNEERING AT "WORKS" ??? WHY DOES BRINSMEAD PREFER BABYLON ???

Consider TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES. Here was the case-hardened Jew - sold on his Church + the RITUAL WORKS OF THE CEREMONIAL LAW STILL LOOKING FORWARD TO A MESSIAH. It was the burden of Paul to get that SUPERSTITION OUT of their System. Also, remember ; the meaning of expressions + words changes with Time. -53-
10. WHAT DO THESE BABYLONIANS + BRINSMEAD PREFER ???

Their strong Forte is ROMANS + GALATIANS as though there were no other Books in the Bible.

11. HOW DO THEY MASSACRE THE TRUTH WITH ROMANS + GALATIANS?

As the Unclean Birds of the Apocalypse - they Pick a Bit here + a Morsel there - rather than:"EAT YE ALL OF IT!"

12. WHAT WOULD THEY FIND USING ROMANS + GALATIANS ALONE?

ROMANS

1:1 Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ...
1:5 By whom we have received Grace + Apostleship for OBEDIENCE to the Faith among all Nations, for His...
1:17 For therein is the RIGHTEOUSNESS of God revealed (POWER + SALVATION through the Gospel) from Faith
1:18 to Faith...For the WRATH of God is revealed from Heaven against ALL UNGODLINESS + UNRIGHTEOUSNESS of men, who hold the Truth in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS...
1:20 so that they are WITHOUT EXCUSE...
1:22 Professing themselves to be WISE - they became FOOLS.

Ah! We can well afford to PAUSE right there - in the very BEGINNING of PAUL in ROMANS - speaking as an Apostle who KNEW the Definition of:"UNGODLINESS" + "UNRIGHTEOUSNESS" and so did those he spoke to - so here the sincere Bible Student: before he goes any further into:"PAULINE DOC-TRINE" as the Babylonians so glibly roll around their Tongue, (and RDB Echoes - knowing Nothing!) before we Fall for any of their GABBLE: what is UNGODLINESS + UNRIGHTEOUSNESS? Do your Homework. Look up the CONCORDANCE!

Then he gives a whole List of things that those who DO-DO-DO (the Word the Babylonians HATE with perfect HATRED!) yet if they DO-DO-DO those things they are:

1:32 worthy of DEATH...(Margin: even to CONSENT with them!)

And then the listing of the manifold BLESSINGS to:

2:7 them who by patient CONTINUANCE in WELL-DOING seek for Glory + Honor + Immortality - Eternal Life.
2:12 For as many as have sinned WITHOUT LAW shall also PERISH WITHOUT LAW...
2:13 (For not the HEARTERS of the LAW are JUST before God, but the DOERS of the LAW shall be JUSTIFIED.)

We can Stop right there. We need go no further. Now you go through all of ROMANS + all of GALATIANS + do not forget the other Books of Paul + the New Testament, and by all means MARK them so you are Armed + Ready for some Proud BABYLONIAN BOASTER to come along seeking to Slay you while looking DOWN on you from his IVORY TOWER handing down EDICTS = cut=the=ground=out=from=under=him! -54-
13. WHAT WAS THE GREATEST PREDICTION EGW EVER MADE ???

They took out 4 pages out of GC - to hide that. "THE SNARES OF SATAN", how Satan would*FROM + HEPPENSTALL + BRINSMEAD to go BACK to the Old Spurgeon Trough that spell bound the Beer-Hall Crowd - these Agents of the Devil from "OUR PULPITS" TM 409 - would "SERVE AS DECOYS...Many will not fear their influence because they PROFESS the same Faith...lead them to conclude that the requirements of Christ are=less=strict than they once believed, and that by CONFORMITY (IN COMMON!) to the World they would exert a greater influence with Worldlings. THUS=THEY=WILL=SEPA= RATE=FROM=CHRIST." 1884 GC=SoP 4:339,340. LEFT OUT OF YOUR BOOK - GC 518. But find it OUT=OF=CONTEXT in TM 472-5.

14. HOW FAR WOULD THEY GO ???

As the Storm approaches, NOT=HERE=YET! They will throw in the Sponge - give up the Third Angel's Message. GC 606-8. "...will renounce the Faith + take their (RDB=HEPPENSTALL) stand with its avowed Enemies, toward=whom=their=sympathies= have=long=been=tending. THESE APOSTATES..." 5T:463.

15. WHAT WILL THE MAJORITY DO ???

"Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery Trials, and the great proportion of those now APPEAR=TO=BE=GENUINE and True will prove to be base Metal...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS..." "To stand in defense of TRUTH + RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake us, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the Lord when CHAMPIONS=ARE=FEW this will be our Test." 5T:136. RH A1:297. A5:245.

16. WHAT WILL THE TOP LEADERS DO ??? (From the Pen of the Woman who made no Divine PREDICTIONS - "NO - not in a Single Case!") She had the Old Frooms down Pat! Collecting all the Money to propogate their Dogmas, PROMISING how TRUE BLUE they would be , and then letting us hold the Bag! In the Crisis Hour - give us that Old Maxwell Book!

"In the Last solemn work FEW=GREAT=MENT will be engaged. They are SELF-sufficient, INDEPENDENT of God, and=He=cannot=use=THEM." 5T:80.

17. WHAT WILL THE LORD DO TO THESE OLD REPROBATES ???

"These DUMB DOGS that would not Bark...ALL=PERISH=TO=GETHER...Those who have been regarded as WORTHY + RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS=IN=APOSTASY...Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer + in His WRATH He deals with them without=Mercy..."And at that Time shall Michael stand up..." 5T:211-2. 1882. (All their Big Plans of what "GREAT MULTITUDES" they will Save - when they do not Save themselves!)
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18. HOW MANY + WHO WILL BE TRUE ???

We suppose it must be in the Testimonies 100 Times but the UNBELIEVERS do not want to See it, but here is one right here in that same Testimony! Telling us the Old Reprobates WILL=NOT=MAKE=IT! They are GUILTY of watering down the Testimony, and hang on to their ROTTEN CHARACTERS RIGHT INTO THE SEALING TIME! TM 446-7. BLIND LAODICEAN BATS = looking for "APOSTASY" to come in some distant unforeseen FUTURE! When Apostasy is in the very Air we Breathe! "The SEAL of God will be placed upon the Foreheads of those ONLY who Sigh + Cry for the ABOMINATIONS done in the Land. Those who link in sympathy WITH the World...will surely be DESTROYED with the Workers of Iniquity...When this Time of Trouble comes...The SEAL of the living God is upon His people. This=small=Remnant." 5T:212-3. "The=despised=Remnant." 5T:475. "The=little=Company." 5T:209. ". . .to such ALONE Light will be given." 5T:729. "A=very=small=Remnant." PK 324. "The=Remnant=that=is=ESCAPED=of=the=House=of=Judah." PK 360-1. "The=Prophet=chose=to=cast=on=his=lot=with=the=FEEBLE=REMNANT, certain POOR of the Land." . . .A=small=number." PK 460-1. "The=DESPISED=Remnant=are=clothed=in=glorious=apparel...They=have=RESISTED." PK 591. "Will Sigh + Cry for the ABOMINATIONS." PK 590. "WHOSOEVER=WILL=may=come=into=the=Bond=of=the=COVENANT." PK 500. "The=REMNANT=of=Israel=were=a=feeble=people." PK 677. "This REMNANT people who BUILD=THE=WALL...In the Time of the End...God's Remnant people, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that=the=LAW=of=God=is=the=FOUNDATION...They are to be Repairers=of=the=Breach." PK 678. "These promises are CONDITIONAL=on=OBEDIENCE." PK 704. "...the Holy Angels=to=GATHER=the=REMNANT=CHURCH=from=among=the=Nations." PK 728. "The indelible mark of God is upon them. God can plead that His own name is written there. The Lord has shut them in. Their destination is inscribed: "GOD = NEW JERUSALEM." (We dare you to find that anywhere's in the Bible except under: "PHILADELPHIA!") TM 446. Rev.3:12.

19. WHAT MESSAGE WILL THEY GIVE?

Once-upon-a-Time we knew it was Rev.18 : "Come OUT of Her = My people!" But since FROOM=ANDERSON=HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL=BRINSMEAD have been around - we are not so Sure!

20. WHAT MESSAGE COMES BEFORE THE LOUD CRY ???

The Midnight Cry "SWELLS INTO" the Loud Cry. Also the Messages are Repeated: "IN THEIR ORDER" so the Third Angel's MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS ARE REPEATED IN THEIR ORDER! 
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At a Bible Camp in California 1960
Ann DeMichael said: "Let us make a 10 VIRGIN PARABLE!!!"

Many have contributed to this Parable thru the Years
some made Lists of:"EVENTS" "IN THEIR ORDER" what should
we be led to expect next as the Scroll Unrolls ???

We had 20 - then 22 - then 24 : now we have over 50
from the Pen of the Woman who made: "NO PROPHETIC INTER-
PRETATIONS": No! Not in a Single Case!" [Froom's Folly.]

Then the Old Fool turned around and said that she: "Cons-
sistently said:" (WEBSTER: without Shadow of Turning.)
that: "SPEWN OUT!" -- meant: "GOING THROUGH!"

ON THE ONE HAND: She made: "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS."

ON THE OTHER HAND: She made the most Traumatic Interpre-
tation of all - one that untold THOUSANDS of Adventists
adhere to and is their MAIN REASON for cleaving to that
Church: "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE IT MAY BE!" because
Did not "SR. WHITE SAY SO ??" TM 15-18.

Thus they MANIPULATE: "MRS. WHITE!" any old way they have
a mind to! Always finding: "HIDDEN" Testimonies to fit
any need as it may arise. When she said she would be glad
to give the Church: "EVERY LINE OF MY WRITINGS" that she
has ever Written!

Then they manipulated her Writings - AMPUTATED a Testimony
here, BUTCHERED another one over there, STRANGLED an-
other that they did not Like, hung a Scot's Kilt over
another that they did not want to see the Light of Day
CIRCUMCISED a few - hung some BLACK CREPE over some -
MIXED them up - putting the LAST PART - first, and the
FIRST PART - last. (NOW try to understand it!)

LEFT OUT key-paragraphs; CHANGED the TITLES of the Book,
CHANGED the Chapter-Headings; poured their own Brand of
Icing over PAGES of Testimony.

IN SHORT - THOUSANDS of changes in "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"
ALONE! And no one is going to take us to any COURT for
that Statement for we would WIN - HANDS DOWN!

So they will resort to other Means - as they always have.
ASSASSINATE our CHARACTER + MOTIVES; the last Defense of
a Dying cause! HISTORY teaches us that the HITLER GAUL-
ITERS were Goose-stepping one moment, and in RUINS just
a few short Years later! So the Adventist will be brought:
"LOW IN THE DUST!" 1T:270.
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THEREFORE IN THIS PARABLE, we have combined PROPHETIC FORECASTING with HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT: so we are better prepared to evaluate where we are in the Stream of Time. Have we come to the Place that we are about to Witness the long-looked for: LOUD CRY???

Is Probation over for the Seventh-day Adventist Church as many claim? Do we now turn to the World? Or will the Dead-Branch soon be cut off?

In 1961 — Ann DeMichael worked on the: "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" Series #1. Since then it has gone thru 3 Series, this is Series #4. The demand for this PARABLE has been so great that we will Print more of Series #4 then of all the others combined. It will also be the Longest.

We are Proud to say: we know of NOTHING that had to be CHANGED in any Parable so far. We know of no one who has written in denying ANYTHING except some being:"OFFENDED-AT-A-WORD!" Not knowing Bible: "LANGUAGE!" when they hear it. What shocks them mainly is that anyone would DARE to act like WYCLIFFE - LUTHER - ELIJAH - BERQUIN - to hurl back in their own Faces - their own:"LANGUAGE!"

"But WYCLIFFE did not Retract; he would not dissemble. He fearlessly maintained his Teachings, and repelled the ACCUSATIONS of his persecutors. Losing sight of himself, of his position, of the occasion, he summoned his hearers before the Divine Tribunal, and weighed their SOPHISTRIES + DECEPTIONS in the Balances of Eternal Truth. The Power of the Holy Spirit was felt in the Council-room, A spell from God was upon the hearers. They seemed to have no power to leave the place. AS ARROWS from the Lord’s quiver, the Reformer’s words pierced their hearts. The charge of Heresy, which they had brought against him: he with convincing Power threw BACK upon themselves. WHY, he demanded, did THEY dare to spread their ERRORS? For the sake of GAIN: to make MERCHANDISE of the Grace of God.

"With whom, think you," he finally said, "are ye contending? with an old man on the brink of the grave? NO! with TRUTH, TRUTH that is stronger than you, and will overcome you." So saying, he withdrew from the Assembly, and not one of his adversaries attempted to prevent him." GC 90.

"As dangers thickened, BERQUIN's zeal only waxed the Stronger... He would not only stand in Defense of the TRUTH, but he would ATTACK ERROR... -58-
"The charge of HERESY which the Romanists were seeking to fasten upon him, he would RIVET upon them!" GC 216-7.

Now turn and see the "RIVETING" - that is done by the Men of God in GC 606-8. PK 187. And also in the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS."
Which is what this is.

THIS IS A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
PRODUCTION.

CHURCH TRIUMPHANT SERIES # 4.
THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE.
April - - - - - 1976.

SABBATH LESSON SERIES - - - - - - - - - - - - Matt. 25: = =

LESSON # 7

1. WHAT IS THE MIDNIGHT CRY ???
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

2. WHO GIVES IT ???
Darkié Robertson, of the Los Angeles Church RIGHTLY said, he could not give it, nor any in the Church could give it, for plainly it comes from the OUTSIDE!

3. HOW DO WE KNOW IT COMES FROM THE OUTSIDE ???
"While the Bridegroom tarried, they ALL Slumbered and Slept." Matt. 25:5. How can they SLEEP + at the same Time give a Cry?

4. HOW MANY WAKE UP ???

5. WHAT WOKE THEM ???
"And at MIDNIGHT there was a Cry made..." Matt. 25:6.

6. WHO MADE - OR WHO GAVE - THAT MIDNIGHT CRY ???
"Some of us have had TIME to get the Truth + to advance Step by Step, and every Step we have taken has given us strength to take the next. But now TIME is almost finished, and what we have been = Years = learning, they will have to learn in a few Months. They will also have much to UN-LEARN + much to learn AGAIN." EW 67.

WHO GIVES THE MIDNIGHT CRY? We have had that Question fired at us from every Point of the Compass for these 16 years + more. THE ANSWER was there all the Time = but the Lord held His Hand over it. It was not seen until it was meant to be seen.... -59-
7. WHY WAS IT NOT SEEN

"The different Parties of professed Advent believers have EACH a LITTLE Truth, but God has given ALL these Truths to His children who are being prepared for the Day of God. He=has=also=given=them TRUTHS that NONE of these Parties know; neither=will=they=UNDERSTAND. Things which are SEALED=up=to=them, the Lord has opened to those who will see + are ready to UNDERSTAND." EW 124.

8. SUCH AS WHAT = WHAT TRUTHS DO ONLY A FEW UNDERSTAND

This latest AWAKENING Gabble - no Effort - no Character-Building - Faith "ALONE!" - all "DONE!" at the Cross find "CHRIST" in the "OUTER COURT!" Maxwell looking for a "CHRIST!" (the very ANTICHRIST!) to come to "HEAL" the Sick + empty the Insane Asylums! Heal with his: "TOUCH!"

A Comprehensive Review of all the things they are Falling for causes us to stand in AMAZEMENT asking: "WHAT NEXT?" and "WHERE NEXT?"... but it seems by far the Majority - LIKE IT! and are only Provoked that we should DARE to disturb their SLUMBER by asking them how or why they do not OBJECT. !!! Have they no Concern for their own Souls - for the Souls of their Children - for their own Loved ones ??? That they Fall for that WHOLESALE GARBAGE being shovelled into the LUKEWARM TROUGH ???

"There are Ministers + Workers who will present a tissue of nonsensical Falsehood as testing truths, even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the bread of Heaven... Even now there seems to be a burning desire to get up something STARTLING, and bring it in as NEW LIGHT. Thus are men weaving into the Web as important truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary food that is being prepared for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE + DEATH." BRISBIN p.22. RH Jan. 22, 1901. June 18, 1901. A4:257,311. TM 337,455. 6T:132.

"Strait is the Gate, and narrow is the Way, which leadeth unto Life, and FEW there be that find it." Matt. 7:14... There is indeed, a wider Road; but its end is DESTRUCTION. If you would climb the Path of spiritual Life, you must constantly ASCEND' for it is an upward Way. You must go with the FEW, for the MULTITUDE will choose the downward Path." MB 138.

9. WHAT IS THE TRUTH OF THAT STATEMENT

That if you are going with the MAJORITY: if you are on the way with BRINSMEAD-MAXWELL: you are on the Slide to Hell! "And thou...Seventh-day Adventists...shalt be brought down to Hell!" RH Aug.1,1893. A3:69. DA 489.-60-
10. THEN WHAT IS LEFT TO DO ???
You left the other Churches to accept the Light of the Third Angel's Message — RIGHT? Well — just do = the = same = Thing again! "As the Storm approaches, (not here yet!) a large Class (how many?) who have professed Faith in the Third Angel's Message, but have not been SANCTIFIED (Want ed to stop at JUSTIFICATION with BRINSMEAD = PAXTON!)
"...have not been SANCTIFIED by OBEDIENCE to the Truth, ABANDON their position + JOIN the OPPOSITION."..."They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN." GC 608. See it in 1884 GC = SoP 4:426.
ONCE = BEFORE you left the OTHER = CHURCHES - so if they Vote to teach 'IN COMMON' with the other Churches GC 445 = and this is but a Step to JOINING them all = the = way! there remains no Question about what to do! do as you did before JOIN the TRUTH!

11. WHERE IS THE TRUTH ???
"At MIDNIGHT the Cry is heard, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him! The sleepers, SUDDENLY awakening, SPRING to their feet. They SEE the PROCESSION moving on, bright with Torches + glad with Music. They hear the Voice of the Bridegroom (the Voice of God OUTSIDE of the Church!) and the Voice of the Bride." COL 406.

12. WHERE DID THAT MYSTERIOUS BEFORE = UNHEARD = OF "PROCESSION" COME FROM ???
The Lord deliberately permitted that Question to run to and fro in our Ranks many were invited to Reply to the Question until finally we found the Answer a few pages ahead. When you see it you will say: "OF COURSE!" Simple as A = B = C!

13. WHAT IS THE ANSWER; WHO IS THAT PROCESSION ???
Remember the Hour. The Hour is Midnight. And what comes before Midnight ??? COL 399. THE = ELEVENTH = HOUR = MEN !!! "The JEWS had been FIRST CALLED into the Lord's vineyard; and because of this they were PROUD + SELF-RIGHTHEOUS... Christ WARNED the disciples who had been FIRST CALLED to follow Him, lest = the = same = evil...would be PUFFED UP, and think themselves SUPERIOR...EAGER FOR FLATTERY, JEALOUS if not thought MOST IMPORTANT...the HOURS of hard Battle with SELF, Battle that won the VICTORY. All this God + Angels know. A = BOOK = OF = REMEMBRANCE is written before Him for them that fear the Lord...the SECRET of SUCCESS. Feeling our INEFFICIENCY...the WILLING + OBEDIENT will gain Victory after Victory." COL 399-404. -61-
14. THERE ARE SOME CALLED BEFORE MIDNIGHT: WHILE THE TEN VIRGINS SLEEP ON ???

Yes, this is according to the Bible — the 11th. Hour men the Prodigal Son — the Two Sons — the one said: "I GO!" and fell Asleep — the other said: "I go not!" and at the Last Harvest he came — just in Time. So all these Parables enter in to draw a beautiful Picture. It is not by LEGALISTIC "RIGHT" of CIRCUMCISION=CHURCH=MEMBERSHIP — but it is by the Lord's ELECTION=OF=GRACE as He judges the HEART! Yes, TREMBLE! This should cause us all to Fear lest we Fail the Test! BRINSMEAD-PAXTON can Gabble away about being:"SAVED!" but perhaps the Decision of who are TARES + who is WHEAT is not left to the PHARISEES to decide, but He may JUSTIFY the HARLOTS + PUBLICANS to go into the Kingdom before us!

"The TEST of SINCERITY is not in WORDS but in DEEDS...
In the son who said, "I go, sir," and went=not, the Character of the PHARISEES was revealed...impatient + self-sufficient. The religious life of the Jewish nation had become a PRETENSE. When the LAW was proclaimed on Mount Sinai by the Voice of God, all the people pledged themselves to OBEY. They said, "I go, sir," but they went NOT. When Christ came in person to set before them the PRINCIPLES of the LAW, they rejected Him...they continued to DISBELIEVE because they had not the SPIRIT which leads to OBEEDIENCE..."Ye made the COMMANDMENT of God of none effect by your TRADITION...In vain they do worship Me, teaching for Doctrines the commandments of men."...these Teachers were HYPOCRITES...They RESISTED the conviction of the Spirit of God. They refused OBEEDIENCE to God's commandments...when OBEEDIENCE was required...by CUNNING SOPHISTRIES they REASONED AWAY the force of God's Precepts...they refused OBEEDIENCE...They refused to do the WORK...It is not possible for us to DRIFT into Heaven. No sluggard can enter there. If we do not STRIVE...if we do not SEEK...Those who REFUSE to co-operate...It would not be safe to take them to Heaven...It is unsafe to DELAY OBEEDIENCE. You may never hear the invitation again." COL 272-281.

15. WHAT WENT WRONG WITH BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL?

If they had spent HALF the Time studying the TESTIMONIES = that they spent poring thru "LIVING TEMPLE" WAGGONER and "HOLY FLESH" JONES-BALLENGER, and then Graduated to the GOLIATHS=OF=BABYLON! No Wonder they do not know if they are Coming or Going. They are in a MESMERIZED State without Discernment. FORGETTING what they formerly knew. They were Warned. -62-
16. THE HOUR IS MIDNIGHT - WHAT DOES THAT REPRESENT

The Church is in such MIDNIGHT DARKNESS as she has never been in before. "MIDNIGHT the DARKEST Hour." COL 414.

17. WHAT DOES DARKNESS REPRESENT

"The Scriptures pointing forward to this Time declare that Satan will work with all POWER and...by the rapidly increasing DARKNESS, the multitudinous ERRORS, HERESIES, and DELUSIONS of these Last Days. Not only is Satan leading the world captive, but his DECEPTIONS are LEAVENING the professed Churches of our Lord Jesus Christ. THE GREAT APOSTASY will develop into DARKNESS, deep as MIDNIGHT, IM-PENETRABLE as Sackcloth of Hair." COL 414.

18. WHAT ELSE IS IT CALLED

It is called: "Be not deceived, MANY will depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits + Doctrines of Devils. We have now before us the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA will be of a most STARTLING nature...Has your OBEDIENCE to MEN become REBELLION against God? "Examine yourselves, whether ye be IN the FAITH."...firmly REFUSE to be drawn away from the PLATFORM..."MEET IT,"..."MEET IT firmly, and without delay."...DANGERS that we do not now discern will soon break upon us...TRUTH through faith-ful Messengers, who will give the Trumpet a certain Sound. THE TRUTH will be CRITICIZED, SCORNED, and DERIDED...But the Lord will raise up men of keen perception, who will give these TRUTHS their proper place in the Plan of God." SM 1:197-201. 1904.

19. WHAT DOES THIS RESULT IN


20. HOW DOES THE SHAKING COMMENCE

"When the SHAKING comes, by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these surface readers, anchored nowhere, are like shifting sand. They slide into any position to suit the tenor of their feelings of Bitterness." TM 112.

21. THEN WHAT HAPPENS

If these Agents of the Devil have the NERVE to present their "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS" - God's people have the NERVE to Obey SM 1:200 - to: "MEET IT!" "No longer consent to Listen WITHOUT PROTEST!" SM 1:196. -63-
26. WHO ARE SOME WHO MEET THESE ERRORS  

"Many a Star that we have admired for its brilliancy will then go out in DARKNESS. (not OUT of the Church but just the LIGHT going out while still remaining ever so tightly IN the DARKENED CHURCH!) (See this in 5T:211-2.)...When trees without FRUIT are CUT-DOWN as cumberers of the Ground, when MULTITUDES of FALSE Brethren are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view, and with hosannas range under the Banner of Christ. Those who have been timid + self-distrustful will declare themselves OPENLY for Christ + His TRUTH...as David." 5T:81.

27. THEN WHAT DO THE AGENTS OF THE DEVIL DO  

"There is to be a SHAKING among God's people...it will be the result of REFUSING THE TRUTH presented." SM 2:13. "The Light given me has been very forcible that many would go out from us, (who is "US" ???OUT from the TRUE - over to the MAJORITY! 5T:136. "This will be our TEST!") giving heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils...FALSE PROPHETS will arise and will deceive MANY. Everything is to be SHAKEN that can be SHAKEN...why is it that THE CHURCH does not distinguish the FALSE from the GENUINE." SM 2:392-3.

28. WHAT WAS THE SITUATION IN THE CHURCH BEFORE THIS?  

"In the Parable, all the ten Virgins went out to meet the Bridegroom. ALL had Lamps + vessels for OIL. For a Time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them. So with THE CHURCH that lives just before Christ's second Coming." COL 408.

29. THEN WHAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE  

"Nov. 20, 1857, I was shown THE PEOPLE OF GOD..." 1T:179. (Why do we quote only that much + pause? Because that part was NOT put in EW 269) Reading this "SHAKING" chapter - whether from EW 269, 1T:179. Or as Bro. Davis found the ORIGINAL in RH Al:32

There are TWO ELEMENTS here - one Side is called: "The people of God" - "The Wise" - "The Gold" - "The Procession" - "A Company" - who give the:

"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to: "The Laodiceans" "The Foolish" - "The Dross" - who lack the OIL of CHARACTER and DISCERNMENT - who in their Confusion go and JOIN the BIGGEST CROWD - seeking Safety in NUMBERS + POPULARITY as they always had done - the "CONSERVATIVE CLASS." 5T:463. COL 411.
30. WHAT SHOULD EVERY LAST CHRISTIAN KNOW WITHOUT FAIL?

"As it was in the Days of Noah" - "As it was in the Days of Sodom + Gomorrah" - "As it was in the Days of Christ" - "As it was in the Days of Luther" - "As it was in the Days of Elijah" - "As it was in the Days of EGW" - "As it was in the Days of John-the-Baptist" - "As it was in the Days of the Prophets of Old".

The people REMAINED - AS + WHERE THEY WERE! They REFUSED to make a CHANGE! In each and every Case - they stayed with THE CHURCH! With THE MAJORITY! With the POPULAR CROWD! What "CHURCH" went into the Ark? What "CHURCH" went out of Sodom + Gomorrah? What "CHURCH" went OUT of Old Jerusalem? IS THIS THE WAY IT WILL BE?

IN EACH + EVERY CASE: it was only INDIVIDUALS that were Saved by their own JUSTIFICATION by their own FAITH! In their own GOD + in His precious TRUTH more valuable than Life itself. "We are NOT saved in Groups." GC 490. MB 197. RH Nov.19,1908. MB 53. GC 233. "Every Soul must stand FOR HIMSELF." GC 622.

RH Feb.10,1891. "...no denominational NAME has any virtue to bring us into favor with God."

B7:29. "It is a miserable Delusion to have (only) a NAME." (You see why they BURNT THE BOOK?)

B7:28. "I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a NAME that thou LIVEST, and art DEAD"...God looks upon the NAME as DEAD."

5T:278. "The INDIVIDUAL members of the Church are RESPONSIBLE..."

5T:279. "We INDIVIDUALLY have a case pending..."

5T:279. "CHARACTER is being weighed...."

5T:279. "IN the Sanctuary." (Not OUT of it!)

5T:579. "A great NAME among men is as letters traced in Sand, but a SPOTLESS CHARACTER will endure for all Eternity."

5T:579. "Jesus is ready to HELP you in FORMING a strong, symmetrical CHARACTER."

5T:579. "They "are the LIGHT of the World."

5T:579. "They shall go without the Camp."

1T:133. "I saw the dreadful fact that God's people were CONFORMED to the World, with no-distinction= except=in=NAME!"

1T:133. "Cut loose! Cut loose! lest He appoint you your portion with HYPOCRITES + UNBELIEVERS..."

1T:152. "Cut loose! Cut loose!...it is not in NAME... Such a Religion is=not=worth=a=Stlaw!"
1. WHAT IS THE MOST ASTONISHING EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF ADVENTISM ??? BAR NONE. WHICH PROVES THEM TO BE BLIND!

Historically Adventists have been engaged in the Game of looking for the Big Bad Wolf to come - to enforce Sunday - we cannot Buy or Sell unless we have the:"MARK."

Who is going to impose the:"MARK" - that has been the Question, and so they have been turning over Rocks, looking behind Bushes - for the "POWER" that will do this. Is it ROMANISM? Is it COMMUNISM? Is it the COMMON MARKET? Is it the UNITED NATIONS? Or is it the WCC-NCC?

Then, in the effort to avoid CONTACT with anything resembling the Association of this Alliance - some have attacked certain Busy-bodies in the Adventist Hierarchy who have been overly Chummy with those on the Suspect List. Chief of which is the WCC=NCC (The National Council of Churches being but the American Branch of the World Mother Organization.)

NICHOLS of the R&H almost developed Apoplexy in his frantic denials that we had:"JOINED!" the notorious NCC! WHY! we only sat on 3 or 4 Boards? (Or was it 5 or 6?) We only gave them THOUSANDS of $'s in DUES to sit on these Boards + to use their "RELIGIOUS NEWS" Service! Then they FOLLOWED that by doing the SAME with the WCC! All an innocent Past-Time! She was still True to Her Husband! (almost!) This reminds us of 8T:250 where the Lord is going to Lift her Skirts.

(Perhaps Brinsmead would want to pause from his busy Schedule to see her "ROTTENESS of CHARACTER" 8T:250. Or take it from TM 446 : "Men in responsible positions will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER-BUILDING...which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the Mansions above." TM 446-7.)

But the way it is explained in 8T:250 she had only: "PRETENTIOUSLY=COVERED=UP" her "DEFILEMENT BENEATH" and her:"ROTTENESS" WITHIN - by:"Garments of so-called RIGHTEOUSNESS!" Apparently - all protestations to the contrary - that=was=not=good=enough!

So with that, all the GABBING of Brinsmead-Paxton lately is just so much: HOT-AIR! And for the Birds!

2. IS NOT THE NCC OR WCC THE DANGER? OR CALENDAR-CHANGE?

World-Council Leaders say at the present Rate it will take:"A Hundred Years" - to Unite. So something is going to Speed that up - what=is=it? Do we know? To what has Laodicea been BLIND ???
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WHERE DID URIAH SMITH SIDE-TRACK THIS CHURCH?

In his "BIBLE READINGS" and "D+R" Books he has what the "NATIONS" will be doing as all-important as does HMSR + German Reform. When they say:"PEACE + SAFETY!" It took us many Years to Pin-Point not NATIONS but DENOMI-
NATIONS as the Danger."Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "Peace + Safety;" "all things continue as they were from
the Beginning." Thus saith the Word of inspiration, "Sud-
den destruction cometh upon THEM."...It comes to THEM
(Religious Leaders!) as a prowling Thief...NOW=IS=THE=
TIME...without delay secure OIL...That OIL...represents
CHARACTER...a complete SEPARATION between the RIGHTEOUS
and the WICKED...members of the same Family are SEPARATED.

"There never will be a Time in the History of the
Church when God's worker can fold his hands + be at ease,
saying,"All is Peace + Safety." Then it is that sudden

4. PROVE THAT DENOMINATIONS IS THE DANGER.

Here is where "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER" comes in.
[1] Look in GC 445 for the word:"CIVIL" that the "CIVIL
POWER" will inflict "CIVIL PENALTIES" LAW!
[2] Now look for what brings that:"LAW!" "...when the
PROTESTANT CHURCHES (not ROME! not RED COMMUNISM!)
"...when the PROTESTANT CHURCHES (of AMERICA!) shall seek
the aid of the CIVIL POWER." GC 445. (So who comes a-cal-
ing on WHO?) "...shall INFLUENCE the STATE..."
[3] It is here said that "Resort to FORCE" is the last Step.
[4] That it is:"Protestant America" that does it.
[5] That it is "The leading Churches of the United States."
[6] By them Teaching: "IN COMMON." Which they have never
done before but now a rangatang "PRESENT TRUTH" mag-
azine is trying to do it and claiming Success.
[7] The very NAME of the Outfit is given here but by +
large has been MISSED by Seventh-day Adventists + Re-
formers. It is the:"EVANGELICALS" in an:"EVANGELICAL
ALLIANCE!" Begun by BILLY GRAHAM in Berlin, Germany
in 1966 preparing for the:"BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH!"
the Big Barnum Special - MISSION-KEY '73.
[8] "So apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the
IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444.
[9] Have another Look at that Page and see that it is by
some who: "Depart from the Faith" and in:"The Latter
Times." There you have: WHO=WHEN=AND=WHY.
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[10] Look back on that List in Retrospect and see the Top of that List shows the STATE doing its Work but who inspired the State? Clearly it is those who have: "Departed from the Faith." Do you know of any Jew=Catholic=Billy Graham; that has DEPARTED from their FAITH? Or word this Question a different way - Does the Third Angel's Message have anything:"IN COMMON" with the Apostate Protestant Churches that rejected the Third Angel's Message in 1844 and for which the Lord calls them:"BABYLON!" GC 383. Now to Teach:"IN COMMON" with them as Brinsmead openly AVOWS he is doing, and as passed by SDA Autumn Council R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20. Just WHO:"Departed from the Faith?" Called:"BABYLON!" - called:"APOSTATE CHURCHES" in 1844 and now we have no:"Special Message" but will Teach "IN COMMON" ??? Then WHO won WHO ... ??? To us this is as plain as A=B=C. And to us there is something else equally as Plain.

5. HOW DO THEY FINALLY UNITE HOW + WHY ???

This is the Key - the Crux of the whole matter. Now we come to the real "EVENT!" All other Events fade into the Background - NOTHING is as Important as this. This is why the Third Angel's Message was given. We dare you to find the Answer without the Visions.

It is indeed astonishing how the Children of men, Ministers in other Churches - have MORE LIGHT than the Adventist Leaders. But it must be Understood that many of these men HAVE the Books and they can Understand English as well as we can.

If you want a:"COMMON" Religion this is it. Based on 1Thess. 5:... 2Thess. 2:3-17."The Mystery of Iniquity" that doth already Work. A Pastor Bowden tells us the GREEK for that is: "That man of LAWLESSNESS." That they all might be:"DAMNED" that fall for this COUNTERFEIT (DAMNED: Great Judgment from which there is no Redemption.)

6. HOW + WHY WILL THIS GREAT DECEPTION HAVE SUCH SUCCESS?

How will they convince CHURCHES that now they cannot CONVince? How will they penetrate COMMUNISM so there will not be on ATHIESt left in the whole World? How will they DEMAND + Governments will OBEy? How will they even ASTOUND the BEAST ???

By the MIRACLES they will be able to perform! That is the Key to it all. And, so - the natural Question,

7. HOW + WHERE DO THEY GET THAT POWER ???
Those who depart from the Text, have to Embellish the Vision by ADDING to it. get all Starry-eyed about the "MULTITUDES" they will Win! would have a sort of a Hard let-down to be told not one Adventist will be SEALED!

[1] There is a Ten Virgin Parable. RIGHT?
[2] This Parable is about the Last Church. RIGHT?
[3] There is a Split in that Church in the Midnight Hour.
[5] The Wise "JOIN" the "PROCESSION" + the Door is SHUT!

It is all over. If those in the Church, WISE ENOUGH to "JOIN" another MOVEMENT, are they still Seventh-day Adventists? This is the whole Key to the Parable. Does "SPEWN OUT!" - mean:"GOING THROUGH?" Or will the Lord raise up:"Another people?" Who give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans - telling them:"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THE SEALING - of course - is a two-edged Sword. Those SEALED over on the WRONG SIDE, those who make:"NO EFFORT!" EW 270 - the Angels of God "LEAVE" them to the "CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS." 1T:187. Then those Angels of God go over to the Saints SEALED on the RIGHT SIDE, because they are now going to need DOUBLE-PROTECTION from their: "FORMER BRETHREN" - who are now their:"BITTEREST ENEMIES." GC 608.

IT IS NOW - for the first Time, that Satan has FULL and ABSOLUTE CONTROL over his own - that He will Reward them with the "POWER!" - the "MIRACLES!" - the "SIGNS!" and "WONDERS!" - that will be exhibited at this Time.

[1] This is likened to a Train that it seemed the whole World was on Board - there could not be one left.
[2] Which we will have to meet:"Face to Face." EW 88,263.
[3] It is the Doctrine of:"UNIVERSALISM" + "LOVE-UNLIMITED."
[4] It is the Maxwell Book. It calls for the:"ANTICHRIST" to come and do all that:"HEALING!" By his:"TOUCH!" 78.
[5] This will UNITE the World. THE BRINSMEAD CARAVAN is well on the way; there is only one thing lacking they have the Doctrines listed + Catalogued in the COUNTERFEIT - GC 443-5,446-473,606-8. SM 1:193-225. They are all set + raring to go!

8.WHAT DO THEY LACK WHERE WILL THEY GET IT ???

It comes through Satan coming:"As an angel of Light" through:"Philosophy + vain Deceit": thru Super Psychologists; "MESMERISM" (EW 87,44.) 1T:290. By making:"NO DIFFERENCE between the precious + the vile." EW 89. We should put out more Papers to:"EXPOSE" it. EW 96.
9. WHO SPECIFICALLY DOES IT COME FROM ???

"Those who look for MIRACLES as a SIGN of DIVINE GUIDANCE are in grave danger of Deception. It is stated in the Word that the enemy will work through his agents who have departed from the Faith and THEY will seemingly work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men." SM 2:54. See 53,50. 1884 GC SoP 4:411. 1T:302. MM 62. RH A4:262,570. 6T:400-1.

10. CAN THIS BE PIN-POINTED DOWN BETTER ???

Yes, it can be Pin-Pointed down absolutely! The Devil really worked on this one to confuse everything. We are the World's largest Distributor's of the "1846 BROADSIDE." EW 54-56 is really a Mess! PARTS MISSING. A SPURIOUS TITLE. PUNCTUATION CHANGED. Really an admirable job of BUTCHERING. This 1846 BROADSIDE is suitable to send to ANYONE. In the World. For it is the ORIGINAL. EGW-MR 29.

[1] Before the Throne there are 3 Groups of people. But they butchered it to make it look like 2. BUT SEE THE ORIGINAL + study the Punctuation and see A=B=C. [A] "Before the Throne I saw the Advent people, [B] the Church, [C] and the World." How many is that? Now see EW 54 to see how they fixed it so we should not know the DIFFERENCE between:"THE ADVENT PEOPLE" and "THE CHURCH." They did the same thing in EW 269 leaving OUT that it is "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" that give the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS." So you can go around thinking that the:"LAODICEANS" are the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" The "ADVENT PEOPLE" are on that little narrow Path in "MY FIRST VISION" EW 14. and those in the TEN VIRGIN CHURCH; if WISE enough: have to LEAVE=THE=CHURCH to get on that SEALING "PATH" at all! FOOTNOTES to WTF 14 inform us the SEAL of God is Rev.3:12, under PHILADELPHIA! Anyone reading Rev.3: without prior Prejudice could not help but see PHILADELPHIA is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! As there are over 50 Testimonies to Prove! No Wonder that LAODICEA is BLIND!

"Every member of His church MILITANT must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the church TRIUMPHANT. remember that the church MILITANT IS=NOT the church TRIUMPHANT." FCE 179,294. TM 45. RH A3:77,79.

And it is in the "Time of Harvest"(the Time of SEALING!) that the TARES + WHEAT will be SEPARATED. TM 47,61. The Wise + Foolish will be SEPARATED.
The Foolish JOIN the other Churches; the Wise JOIN the 11th. Hour "PROCESSION." And the Door is SHUT! -70-
10. YES. BUT THAT DID NOT SHOW WHO GETS THE POWER TO DO MIRACLES !!!! Ah! Yes! Well - that SAME 1846 BROADSIDE (EW 55-6.): shows the TRUTH of the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844 being given, but EW 55-6 shows two Groups [1] Those who accepted the 1844 Third Angel's Message - in the Most Holy Place. EW 254-6, 261, 78 - which is an "ANCHOR" to the people of God to keep them from the many "Delusions of Satan" in these Last Days. EW 256. Ev.362. SM 2:58,104. COR 36,196. SG 1:166. SG 4:90. [2] Then it shows another Group that refused the Third Angel's Most Holy Place Message: they pray about the same Prayer; but they can Gabble about how easy it is to receive:"JUSTIFICATION" with Brinsmead-Paxton-Wright-Harding-Hudson-Friend but they receive nothing more than the JEWS that:"CRUCIFIED CHRIST!" EW 261. (No Special Message - Brinsmead ???) BUT THE PART LEFT OUT of EW 56, is the following Sentence: "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, (they WERE in the RIGHT Place!) and go and JOIN those before the Throne, and they AT=ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE. EGW=MR 29.

11. WHAT DOES THAT SHOW ??? The unbelievable Spectacle (all in this ONE SENTENCE!) that Seventh-day Adventists + Reformers, Happy in the Third Angel's Message, would be invaded by the self-styled "AWAKENING", by D.L.FRIEND, by LESLIE HARDINGE at the GC Session - K.H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10 - to go BACK OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE into the FIRST APARTMENT or way OUT of the Sanctuary entirely - into the "OUTER COURT" - seeking LIGHT from BABYLON'S ALTAR, which is where they are now! Who would have ever believed such a thing would be possible? This is HISTORY! This was 1959-1976.

12. WHAT DO YOU SEE THERE ??? The Lord never Judges or Punishes - without giving a WARNING. When this WARNING has been given to His satisfaction - and it is rejected - then=look=for=the=POWER=OF=DEMONS in the SEALING TIME! On those who Bow down WITH=THEM! Read it again: look up other References, and See that just the BOWING=DOWN=WITH=THEM=KNOWING=BETTER: "...and they AT=ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." Satan would then breathe upon them an unholy influence; in it there was LIGHT + MUCH POWER, but no sweet love, joy, and peace." 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56.
(Yes! They have "LIGHT" + "MUCH POWER!" = BEWARE!!! They may Fool you! Rattling some Truth!) -71-
1. WHY DO YOU SAY TO BEWARE LEST THEY FOOL US ???

Because they Fool the whole World. On that Devil's Train, now puffing at Omega Siding - hooking on 4 Awakening Cars WRIGHT in March 1972 - BRINSMEAD in May 1972 - GROTHEER in May 1975 - Al FRIEND in March 1976.

Anyone that can see 144,000 Adventists "SEALED" and go out and give the alleged:"LOUD CRY" is no REFORMER of any Kind - he is a 100% Pharisee=Laodicean! And, like Judas, in the Crisis Hour - will go back to the Old Victorious Church - out of which there is no Salvation! No matter how many Times they hang the "Close of Probation" on them, their Old Superstitions come to the Fore, and they once again look with Starry-eyed Wonder at that Church to go and give the "Last Message" - anyway! It seems they cannot bring themselves to Fathom anything else but the Old Shepherd's Rod Tradition; as they Re-group under the name of the:"AWAKENING." With the very same Doctrines. They learned NOTHING in 1959. NOTHING in 1962. NOTHING in 1964. NOTHING in 1967. NOTHING in 1973.

GROTHEER - May 1975. "God orders the CLOSING work FOR the Church to COMMENCE - the SEALING of the 144,000; so that He can complete through them the work which the whole of the Church FAILED to do..." p.4. GROTHEER THOUGHT PAPER. (Who in the World ever dreamt that the:"WHOLE CHURCH" would be Saved? and do the last Work? But it is essentially SHEPHERD'S ROD Dogma: that 144,000 Adventists would be Sealed and bring in that"GREAT MULTITUDE that no HOUTEFF can NUMBER. Anyone who Falls for that - is no Reformer - he is an SDA Laodicean. He had the opportunity to know better - he prefers the Traditions of the Elders. After Teaching it for over 20 Years - what else can you expect?)

Al FRIEND - SAME:"SHEPHERD'S ROD" Dogma - "The New Covenant Gospel Liberator" - March 1976 - Featuring Lelia S. WILKINSON p.8 - 100% ADVENTIST=SHEPHERD'S ROD.

"...the LOUD CRY, when the message is going with a LOUD VOICE of the 144,000, and the cry "COME OUT OF HER MY PEOPLE" brings the honest in heart out of THE OTHER CHURCHES, and Rev.20:4 is fulfilled; when those who come out will be=destroyed."(But the 144,000 will not.) p.8. LELIA S. WILKINSON - (100% SHEPHERD'S ROD!) (our Emphasis added.)

The Lord scattered the Shepherd's Rod in 1959 for being FALSE=TIME=PROPHETS - but a new Set of FALSE=TIME=PROPHETS is taking their Place - flying the same Colors. Under the Present Truth LIBERATOR - that LIBERATES from all PRESENT TRUTH.
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[Notice the Dates - MARCH + MAY - it seems that is the Season for the March Hare to turn MAD !!!]


"Character-Nature" change by a MIRACLE; as a "GIFT" when Christ-Messiah comes! This is the Result of Teaching "IN COMMON" with the other Churches + saying LITTLE or NOTHING about that MAXWELL BOOK. Which sweeps the entire Third Angel's Message under the Rug. They prefer PAXTON PRESBYTERIAN PRIEST + SPURGEON BEER-HALL EVANGELICALISM! No=Law! No=Character=Building! No=Effort! Faith=alone!

3. WHAT DOES THE BIBLE WARN ???

"And then that Wicked shall be revealed...Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all POWER and SIGNS and LYING WONDERS...That they all might be DAM-NED who believed not the TRUTH." 2 Thess.2:9,12.

SATAN THE GREAT UNIFIER! "I saw the RAPIDITY with which this DELUSION was spreading. A Train of cars was shown me, going with the Speed of Lightning...It seemed that the whole=World=was=on=Board, that there could not be one left." EW 88,263.

4. WHAT IS THE TEACHING OF THAT TRAIN ???

It is a Teaching that tears away the Foundation. EW 91. As BRINSMEAD=PAXTON=MAXWELL - it makes:"NO DIFFERENCE between the Precious + the Vile. EW 90. It is the Master-piece of Satan - teaching:"LOVE=UNLIMITED" which Ends in UNIVERSALISM. EW 89-91,263-6.

(They may not all, and do not all • Teach the EXTREMES of these Babylonish positions but at the Last Satan takes over and Drives them at his Will into his Snares. For many a Year - BRINSMEAD BOASTED of what he DID NOT TEACH • then, SUDDENLY • as everyone knows who knows anything about the AWAKENING • BRINSMEAD + WRIGHT switched over to MAXWELL. This is the POWER of Satanic Delusion if we give him a Finger • he soon has the whole Arm. He that fails on ONE POINT • is Guilty of ALL. We are to EXPOSE • ALL the A-Bominations • not just SOME of them! We think it small Comfort if they are Right on a Point or two •)

"Those who are living upon the earth when the interces-sion of Christ shall cease in the Sanctuary above, are to stand in the sight of a HOLY GOD without a Mediator. Their robes must be spotless, their CHARACTERS must be PURIFIED FROM=SIN by the Blood of Sprinkling. Through the Grace of God and their own diligent EFFORTS, they must be Conquer-ors in the Battle with evil." GC 425.
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5. WHAT IS THE GREAT DANGER ???

It is MESMERISM. We have seen enough to know this is 100% True ḗ "I have been shown that the False SHEPHERDS were Drunk, but not with Wine; they stagger, but not with Strong Drink. The TRUTH of God is SEALED up to them, they cannot read it...The Power of Truth tore up their FOUNDATION, but instead of YIELDING to it they would get up ANOTHER PLATFORM that they were not satisfied with themselves...glorious TRUTHS which they ONCE zealously advocated (are now Rejected as they)...covered themselves with MESMERISM + all kinds of Delusions...devise MISCHIEF (O! How they can devise it!) in their heads upon their beds...I was shown the necessity of those who believe that we are having the Last Message of mercy, being SEPARATE from those who are daily imbibing NEW ERRORS. I saw that neither young nor old should attend their Meetings; for it is WRONG to thus ENCOURAGE them while they teach ERROR that is a DEADLY POISON to the Soul + teach for Doctrines the commandments of men. The INFLUENCE of such Gatherings is not Good. If God has delivered us from such DARKNESS + ERROR, we should stand fast in the Liberty wherewith He has SET-US-FREE + rejoice in the Truth. GOD-IS-DISPLEASED WITH-US when we go to listen to Error, without being obliged to go; for-unless=He=sends-us=to=those=Meetings where ERROR is FORCED home to the people by the Power of the Will - He=will=NOT=keep-us. The Angels CEASE their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT to the buffettings of the Enemy, to be DARKENED + WEAKENED by him + the POWER of his evil angels; and the LIGHT around us becomes CONTAMINATED with...FABLES." EW 123-5.

(It is hardly possible to give a more sound WARNING for this Time. THINK of all the Adventists now being submitted to HELL=PRIESTS coming into Adventist Pulpits and they LIKE it! Thus they Stagger on the Way to the Kingdom = not knowing at what they STUMBLE - for who is telling them what is RIGHT or what is WRONG ???)

(This is the Result of making a Pact with Billy Graham and the Devil.)

6. WHERE DID IT START ???

It started with FROOM in 1966: the eager-beaver desire to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches it Culminated in the OMEGA of MISSION=KEY '73. The complete Flop of that Monkey=Free=Show - broke the heart of Froom = and he up and Died! It was his Last Fling. So also with Maxwell. 5T:212.
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7. WHAT IS GOD'S ORDER OF EVENTS ???

[1] They preach their Error. "When the SHAKING comes, by the Introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these surface readers, anchored nowhere, are like sliding SAND. They SLIDE into ANY POSITION to suit the tenor of their Feelings of BITTERNESS." TM 112. "Gather ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING."

[2] Their Errors are MET! "I had my Orders..."MEET IT!" SM 1:206. "No longer consent to listen WITHOUT=PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES."

..."for many are in DANGER." SM 1:196. B 2:15.

[3] Keep in mind several important things. It is the 11th Hour men who give the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. But as Mary Rock Smith warned = there are those in this: "COMPANY who are in Sympathy WITH the LAODICEANS and go and JOIN them! "Some will not bear this STRAIGHT TESTIMONY. They will RISE UP against it, and this is what will CAUSE a SHAKING among God's people." EW 270.

(Remember the Laodiceans are NOT "GOD'S PEOPLE!" Go to the ORIGINAL either 1T:179 or RH Al:32 and see it is:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD" who give this:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" and some who:"RISE UP AGAINST IT" are:"AMONG GOD'S PEOPLE!" so they end up LOSING so many who go BACK TO THE LAODICEANS as we have seen it from 1971-1973 that in spite of this being the Outpours of the Spirit of God, = "The NUMBERS of this COMPANY=LESSENED. Some had been shaken OUT and LEFT by the way." 1T:182. (And the FOOTNOTES plus p.180-1 shows they were:"LEFT!" in the DARKNESS of LAODICEA! Who do indeed win the senseless:"MULTITUDES!")

8. WHAT DO GOD'S PEOPLE DO IN THIS SITUATION ???

Do they go Silent Dummy up? No. "In the closing work of God in the earth...DARKNESS, like the pall of DEATH, may SPREAD...but in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will=not=be=SILENCED...the Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE (the Awakening Gabblers have declared indeed "Old Fred" put it in the Foreword of every one of his self-styled:"MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" that he would not: "DENOUNCE" nor:"EXPOSÉ" (except US - of course!) therefore he has DISQUALIFIED himself from being one of these men of God who: )"DENOUNCE = DENOUNCE = DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD..."for the Hour of His Judgment is come." PK 186-7.

9. HOW IS IT THAT THEY ARE NOT SILENCED AS BEFORE ???

"Those who have been WARNED of the EVENTS before them
"It is TIME for Thee, Lord, to work: for they have made void THEY LAW."...He=will=restrain=the=Forces=of=DARKNESS until the Warning is given to the World and all who will heed it are PREPARED for the Conflict...God means that TESTING TRUTH shall be brought to the Front and become a subject of EXAMINATION + DISCUSSION, even if it is through the CONTEMPT placed upon it. The minds of the people must be agitated. Every controversy, every reproach, every slander, will be God's means of provoking INQUIRY + AWAKENING minds that otherwise would SLEEP...THE TRUTH MUST BE PROCLAIMED in the DARK places of the Earth...We must SLEEP=NO=LONGER on Satan's enchanted ground, but call into requisition all=our=Resources...THE=LAST=WARNING is to be proclaimed...and the promise is given,"Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the END of the World." 5T:452-4.

10.WHO ARE HIS CHURCH - THOSE WHO SELL OUT - OR THOSE WHO HOLD FAST ??? "God has called His CHURCH in this day, as He called ancient Israel, to stand as a LIGHT in the Earth. By the mighty cleaver of Truth, the MESSAGES of the 1st., 2nd., and 3rd. Angels, He=has=SEPARATED them from=the=CHURCHES + from the World to bring them into a sacred nearness to Himself. He=has=made=them=the=Depositaries of HIS LAW + has committed to them the great TRUTHS OF PROPHECY for this Time...to be communicated to the World...The same DISOBEEDIENCE + FAILURE which was seen in the Jewish Church have characterized in a greater degree the people who have had this GREAT LIGHT from Heaven in the LAST MESSAGES OF WARNING...The people who CLAIM to OBEY the Truth are ASLEEP." 5T:455-7.

11.WHAT DOES THAT BRING US TO IN PROPHETIC EVENTS ??? We made a Great Circle in PREDICTIONS. In HISTORICAL EVENTS being fulfilled in their Order and now find ourselves BACK with the SLEEPING VIRGINS and what put them there! By departing from the LIGHT that has shone in its full Glory upon them; they prefer the Wine of Babylon from the BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL=PAXTON Cup.

12.WHAT IS THE REMEDY ??? "At MIDNIGHT the Cry was heard..."Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. Matt. 25:6. "And the Door was SHUT."

"...the JUDGMENT will accomplish the work of SEPARATION. Therefore Christ lifts the Veil from the FUTURE, and bids all to behold that it is CHARACTER, not position, which decides man's DESTINY." COL 122-3. 1900.
SABBATH LESSON SERIES - - - - - - - Matt. 25: = = =

Lesson # 10.

(We could call this the End of this 10 VIRGIN PARABLE LESSON SERIES, but we should take care of some Laodicean Nut-Crackers. Like when we were first Converted from Babylonish Hell Torment Theories: for a long Time there still lingered - the uncertainty of what do certain Texts mean ??? What is the Truth about:..................)

1. THE BRINSMEAD=ADVENTIST FORMULA FOR HOW TO CONVERT THE BABYLONIANS TO THE TRUTH OF THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE

In the Center of this 10 Virgin Parable: we have the Brinsmead Formula - no doubt sanctioned by the 150 Adventist Ministers aiding + abetting him.

Of how to "Win" the Babylonians to the Truth. This Brinsmead Formula first of all declares: we do NOT have the so wonderful "COMMON FAITH!"... THEY - the BABYLONIANS have it! So - FIRST of all - (so says this proud Boaster - knowing Nothing-) - we have to snivel around (as he is doing!), PRETENDING we are: "NONDENOMINATIONAL" and Preach: "IN COMMON" with them! (As was passed by full Autumn Council. R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20.) This is, of course: the FROOM FORMULA, as he outlined it in 1966.

FROOM'S FOLLY: "The OLD TECHNIQUES...are no longer adequate or appropriate...in a World gone amuck...the OLD LARGELY NEGATIVE APPROACH - emphasizing chiefly the things wherein we DIFFER from all other religious groups is PAST, definitely PAST. And that is as it should be..."

"...the same RESTRICTED emphasis...the same "Testing Truths"...Their great burden was to present the "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD," involving particularly the Sabbath. That was FIRST + FOREMOST...with the INSEPARABLE "Faith of Jesus."...It was this early RESTRICTED concept...resulted in the erection of FORMIDABLE BARRIERS..."

(Did you ever see the Prediction made by the Woman who never made any Predictions, that they would do just THAT! Tear down the BARRIERS! Let the Banners trail in the Dust! Go out DEFIANTLY with "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" to show the World how it is done! The Lord did not know how to win Souls! These FROOMS + their Whipping-Boys - BRINSMEAD + HEPPENSTALL : they know how to do it!)
FROOM'S FORMULA. (Using his Office + Position to whip the Seventh-day Adventist Ministry into Line, in his Role of: "Those who have been regarded as Worthy + Righteous prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." 5T:212. Old Father Sebastian FROOM took after what he claimed was a:"SMALL MINORITY GROUP." (You see how to work it? Being a:"SMALL MINORITY GROUP." - like Christ and His disciples were: is the unpardonable SIN! You see how he SLYLY gets you to SWITCH over to what he claims is the WISE MAJORITY VIEW? Maybe you better pay attention to this - here it comes - BRINSMEAD with Bells on!)

FROOM'S FOLLY (SNEERING at the differing views "On the part of SOME." Now before you even know WHAT=IT=IS - you are Brain-Washed! MESMERIZED! INDOCTRINATED! to quickly take the FROOM VIEW! And what WAS the FROOM VIEW that he had waited so patiently to foist on this Denomination after enough YEARS of FROOM'S LEAVEN did it's work - and then come out with this Sledge-Hammer Attack against.

[1] The Testimonies. [2] The Law. [3] Any other Truths that we held, such as the Truth about HELL - keep THAT in the BACKGROUND! It might not be POPULAR! That is why the Lord raised up: "ANOTHER PEOPLE!!" The Adventist SNEERED for many a Year, and there are still some, so Soft-in=the=Head they still have not woke up to the fact that the JW's and the HWA people have taken our Truth about HELL (and the Truth we once-upon-a-Time had about X-Mass and Easter and "I AM SAVED!" - and are doing a Better job of it than we ever did! The Adventist SNEER + LEER: that NOTHING: "OUTSIDE OF THE CHURCH" ever amounts to anything it is Doomed to FAILURE! It never gets to FIRST=BASE! And here we have HMSR = BOASTING + BLOWING for a LONG TIME that his VOP was going over more "RADIO STATIONS" than any other Religious Broadcast in the World! And here along comes this hated INDIVIDUAL!" This no-good "INDEPENDENT!" This come-to-Nothing "OFF-SHOOT!" Without any BARRELS of MONEY behind him, without a Big "ORGANIZATION!" And he shut the Mouth of the Adventist by Broadcasting over MORE=RADIO=POWER=THAN=ANY=OTHER=RELIGIOUS=BROADCAST=IN=THE=WORLD! And has TWO=TRUTHS for any ONE the Adventist has! Among this precious people and among the Jehovah's Witnesses we will yet see many come out and take their Stand while the Son who said:"I GO!" - has fallen into a LONG SLEEP in the Pew of the EVANGELICAL BABYLONIANS ─ THE ENEMIES OF GOD! And is destined to Wake up some Time in the 7 Last Plagues! Or he may go on into the "Voice of God" Hour. -78-
Before he knows where his Leaders led him. "You told us that ALL=THE=WORLD=WAS=TO=BE=CONVERTED! And cried "PEACE! PEACE!" to quiet every Fear that was aroused...But I saw that the (SDA) Ministers (Connect EW 15 with TM 16 to find the "CHURCH" or also called "SYNAGOGUE"...that is NOT "GOING THRU!" Except as she said "TO HELL!" and here you see them!) "...But I saw that THE MINISTERS did not escape the WRATH of God. Their suffering was tenfold greater than that of their people." EW 282. GC 656.)

Yes! You may have to go back to hear another Dozen or two MESMERIZING: "PEACE + SAFETY!" Sermons to put you to Sleep once again! TRANQUILIZING SERMONS = such as this:

NOT=ONE=ADVENTIST=NOT=ONE=REFORMER saw anything WRONG nor stopped this DEAD=IN=ITS=TRACKS! So they let them get away with it; washed the entire Sanctuary Truths down the Laodicean Drain - it all began right here:

FATHER FROM: (He starts out with which came First - the Chicken or the Egg? The Father or the Son? Since no one stopped the Old Fool - he went really Raving in MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" - the major Theme being this Question raised here. Which came FIRST: the FATHER or the SON? And if you cannot reply right Quick; you have committed the Sin against the Holy Ghost; see this preposterous STUPIDITY - FROOM - MD 36. If you do not go along with him, you are Guilty of "Confused + superficial thinking" p.117. This is the Art of Debate learned well in OXFORD=QUEEN'S=BERRY=RULES. Keeps on Hammering away about what you will believe if you are a "SOUND READER!" such as he is. Now he starts getting into it. FROOM'S MD 152. A sly way to do it - just TOUCH on it and go on to other things with which the Reader may agree - TOUCH on it p.175,177, 178,180,190,201,203. RIDICULING things that should be RIDICULED, he thus takes you to SYMPATHIZE with his Line-up as he carries you along. He lashes out with "Burning words" as he attacks anyone who does not quickly fall into line, as:"The CARPING CRITICISMS OF SOME" - thus stepping others down he elevates himself. "PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL" as he proudly pranced among Seventh-day Adventists leading them to the Great Debacle - FROOM'S FOREMOST FOLLY - KEY 73! The Joke of the Century! Where Billy Graham outsmarted them and they lost 395,000 Members: 1970 to 1975. R&H. July 14,1975. p.7(811). April 22,1976. p.32.

Now he calls his plotting "THE BEGINNING of a new AWAKENING." p.267. (1963). He shows how he sold out completely to WAGGONER + WAGGONER'S ENGLISH BRIDE ; deals with TWO WAGGONERS as he touches his main Subject again p.291,296,
NOW HE'S IN TO IT! FROOM MD 300-326. Now he gives you something else before he again hands you "Only SOME (the Sin above all Sins! to belong to "SOME!")"Only SOME emphasized this FAULTY view. But in time they became quite VOCAL." p.332..."This DUBIOUS position." p.333, 347. Then he goes into "LIVING TEMPLE" and he really takes off with a WHITE-WASH BRUSH in one hand, and a TAR-BRUSH in the other. "Charge of MALFEASANCE...DEROGATORS...DEFAMATION of the Characters of the DEAD...INDICTMENT... TRAITORSHIP TO TRUTH...(him being "THE TRUTH!") INFIDELITY...DERELICTION in Leadership...MALFEASANCE in Office... ACCUSES those Leaders when the ACCUSED cannot arise to defend themselves...(Poor Leaders! How Sad!)...DISTORTED DEDUCTION...SLANTED CONCEPT..." (All this HAIL of INVECTIVES from this Sly Old Devil on one Page! p.364.)

More MUD-SLINGING + RUMOUR-MONGERING < as he Gears into:"...a RECOGNIZED Scholar" (That, of course - takes care of everything! as long as he is "RECOGNIZED!" (by FROOM, of course!), as long as we do not fall for: "A Skeleton comprised of the BONES of abstract DOGMA." p.378, 383. NOW IT'S COMING! PRESCOTT + LAW! p.387. And we almost went by FTW PANTHEISM! p.386.

As a Result of many Years of Studying, Analyzing how these Super-Psychologists work it to get the people to eat out of their hand: we want to WARN you that when they TOUCH on a SoP Statement< - they will SWITCH (only TEMPORARILY! just for EFFECT! but then he comes BACK to his own Position - as tho' he never knew the other ever Existed! We liken this to 5 misunderstood "HELL-TORMENT" statements in the Bible that the UNSTABLE + the CARNAL and the VICIOUS < WREST to their own Destruction! while they Swallow a Camel of Evidence...Humps, Hoofs + all! "The Wages of Sin is DEATH!" Yes! They will Repeat it! But it means NOTHING since they have washed it all away by their SOPHISM! and so you watch these Artists who do ADMIT the TRUTH but forever PULL you back to the MESMERIZED TRANCE they hope to impose on you! So with that we turn and examine the MAIR. ATTEMPT OF FROOM + COMPANY to do away with the Third Angel's Message and go over to BABYLON.)

FROOM p.420. "1931 OPENS NEW (SDA) EPOCH OF ADVANCE." 422-426. The WHY of REVISING URIAH SMITH'S - D&R.
427. The WHY of REVISING URIAH SMITH'S -"Bible Readings." 430. Here is where RDB found something BETTER than SANCTIFICATION! The same as AL FRIEND'S: "DAISY MEYERS!"
435. And, of course! our "IMAGE" before the World is more important than what God thinks of us. What does the World think? What could be more Important than that?

442. "Carping CRITICS cannot lead the way!" (So he lead you alright' Straight into BILLY GRAHAM'S ARMS! And one with the CATHOLICS in the Fall of '73! Some LEADER!)

With that we turn back to SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE...March 1966 L.E.FROOM: (As already quoted on p.78 how + why we must set aside the TRUTH about the SABBATH + HELL because how can we WIN the INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES...?)

"Do not...build up UNNECESSARY BARRIERS...we have a new success. We=are=not=PIAGUED=by=the=old=HANDICAPS...Let us...MOVE into our RIGHTFUL PLACE as today's FOREMOST HERALDS OF CHRIST...This is the Third Angel's Message in truth + verity...that we share IN COMMON with all sound Evangelical Christians, and going on from thence..."


HOWARD B.WEEKS of LLU - PR Dept. If we go by these Trends we will find ourselves "IN STEP with OTHER EVANGELICALS... BILLY GRAHAM, the nation's best-known EVANGELICAL...With this approach to evangéolism SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS will in large measure be participants in a COMMON CRUSADE (KEY '73!) with OTHER conservative, EVANGELICAL groups in opposing "apostasy within the large denominations...a new ERA..."


So what you thought was a very clever Plan of Brother Bob was only following in the Rut laid out for him by his Lord and Master - FROOM! + 150 SDA MINISTERS in on the Ploy.

R.D.BRINSMEAD: "No thinking Christian will listen to your stand on any of these great doctrines, such as the Sabbath, the state of the Dead, etc. until he sees you are SOUND on "the eternal verities of the Christian faith." DURANBAH DIGEST. No.22-August 15,1975. (See p.43. Center.)

HOW WOULD YOU REPLY TO THAT ???

This is the same DUMB ADVENTIST who declared to hold out the TRUTH on the STATE=OF=THE=DEAD would NEVER=NEVER=DO! So the Lord raised up another people; and in a Great Rally in New York City; the LEADER of the Jehovah's Witnesses asked how many there were that came STRAIGHT out of CATHOLICISM, and many were Shocked when ONE=HALF of the hands went up! So the JW'S + the HWA people took that precious LIGHT that "NO=THINKING=CHRISTIAN=WILL=LISTEN=TO....."

Does this hopelessly dumb Adventist not know these people are merely "CATHOLICS" or whatever....because they were BORN into it and now when they have a chance to SEE the SENSE in God's precious TRUTH......
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That they have as much Sense of Justice as we have, they can appreciate every vestige of Truth as much as we can appreciate it. We can Testify that some of us were CONCERNED about the Hell=Tortment Theory, many have been driven to DESPAIR + SUICIDE - (GC 58,125,533,536,542,545,549,588) MANY have come INSTANTANEOUSLY to their SENSES when they hear the GLORIOUS TRUTH for the FIRST TIME. NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME A PEACE flows into their Soul: it is the Peace of the Holy Ghost. This Fellow - born an Adventist knowing NOTHING of the mental TURMOIL the Hell=Doctrine can cause better go back to the Farm and spread some of his Theories on the Garden before he comes among us, TELLING those of Experience HOW=TO=WIN=SOULS!

We are not talking now about winning NUMBERS - hand him enough MONEY, and he can put on an admirable ACT and win the applause of the Jet-Set and the BABYLONIANS to see this Adventist Freak use their own ARGUMENTS that is NOTHING but = BALLENERSIM!
that is NOTHING but = CANRIGHTISM!
that is NOTHING but = ROGERISM!
BUT NOT ONE will be Won to God's Kingdom!

"...for ye compass Land + Sea to make one PROSLYTE, and when he is made, ye make him TWO FOLD MORE the Child of HELL than yourselves. Woe unto you, ye BLIND GUIDES."

We have heard Adventist Ministers - coming out of the FROOM=ANDERSON Seminary - come FEARFULLY to the Question of HELL, and say:"I do not like to speak on this Subject!" "The Religion of Jesus is made to appear POPULAR and HONORABLE in the eyes of the World...His Doctrine and the World would be at PEACE...THOSE SMOOTH THINGS originated with SATAN + his angels...PLEASING FABLES were taught...Jesus and all the Heavenly Host looked with DISGUST upon the Scene." EW 228."...IN ANGER." EW 274.

"Whosoever therefore shall be ASHAMED of Me + of My Words in this adulterous + sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of man be ASHAMED, when He cometh in the Glory of His Father with the h-ly angels." Mark 8:38.

So no "SOUND!" Christian - will LISTEN to the TRUTH about HELI till he sees we are "SOUND!" in the Eternal VERITIES? (Just another SLY word for "TRUTH!") So the APOSTATE CHURCHES ready to be Destroyed because they are "FILLED with every UNCLEAN BIRD" - Drink to the Whore's Goblet - Ride the Great Red Dragon - but what we have in the Glorious LIGHT of the Third Angel - would not Appeal to: "No=thinking=Christian." RDB. See p.82. -82-
2. LANGUAGE  DID YOU SAY? YOU APPEAL TO LANGUAGE?

When we look into the Past, and realize the Blessed Truths of the Third Angel's Message; when some of us had ADVENTISTS in the Home, but when we had to go OUTSIDE to learn the Truth about HELL - from the JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES! And then see this impertinent, conceited Jack-a-napes tell us to "WIN" the Babylonians by throwing their own DOGMAS back in their Face - to Teach: "IN COMMON" with them - to see 2 or 3 MILLION $'s going down the Drain in that BRINSMHEAD=HEPPENSTALL=PAXTON MOCKERY; we believe fully in this "LANGUAGE!"

"But these, as natural brute Beasts, made to be taken and Destroyed, speak evil of the things that they understand not; and shall utterly perish in their own CORRUPTION. (of which they BOAST! Saying they cannot overcome!) ...Spots they are and blemishes, sporting themselves with their own deceivings while they feast with you;

"Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling unstable souls...the dumb ass speaking with man's voice...These are wells without water...

"While they promise them LIBERTY, they themselves are the servants of CORRUPTION...But it has happened unto them according to the true Proverb, The Dog is turned to his own Vomit again; and the Sow that was washed to her wallowing in the Mire." 2 Peter 2:11-22.

The only way to Win them is to keep the Truth from them, then what were they won to ???

This is HISTORY on the March: this is the fulfillment of the DIVINE PREDICTIONS; the COUNTERFEIT MOVEMENT with their very Doctrines listed + catalogued, GC 464-473. "IN COMMON" - GC 442-5. They will "JOIN" these other Churches as a Result! GC 6-6-8. 57:463. This is that "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are not to "JOIN" for that would mean APOSTASY=FROM=THE=TRUTH! for they have NO=TRUTH left! SM 2:390. This very 1972-1976 "IN COMMON" March shown fully in SM 1:204-5 and there called:"THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" and we are to:"MEET IT!"

You know how to do it better than we are doing it ??? GOOD! EXCELLENT! Then DO it!

3. WHAT DID ANDREASEN ATTACK IN THE FROOM BOOKS ???

Andreasen took up several things that appeared in the: "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book, but with Andreasen safely DEAD, and no one to Champion his main cause - in 1971 - FROOM gave the Third Angel a DEATH-THRUST.

"Contentions of MINORITY created prejudice...Though long since REPUDIATED, these early DEFECTIVE VIEWS... -83-
DEFECTIVE VIEWS...were found upon the pages of certain of our published works...these CAVILERS...gave rise to widespread misconception, bandied about in THEOLOGICAL CIRCLES of the Religious World, that we were actually an "anti-Christian cult"; for a cult, according to the definition of many EVANGELICALS, is a religious body that denies (1) the eternal pre-existence + complete Deity of Christ, and (2) that His ACT OF ATONEMENT was COMPLETED on the Cross...that constituted the real reason for such a REGRETTABLE classification + castigation, with resultant prejudice + ostracism." FROOM - "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" p.35-6.

So in DESPERATION: FROOM undertakes to prove this is not True = we are as BABYLONISH as any other BABYLONIANS! Forgetting, perhaps, that the people of God will be considered: "...the hated SECT." GC 635.

And we see no attempt anywhere of them trying to Hide the Banner or break down the Barriers as FROOM=BRINS=MEAD are doing.

We also see here: that what RDB is doing which to some may appear a brilliant display of Ingenuity, is but taking material prepared ages ago, and but Re-Hashing it. FOLLOW FROOM thru the Book, but stay on your Toes if you want to keep one Jump ahead of that Sly Weasel. p.36,334-336,337-342.

4. WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW WITH THAT SUBJECT ???

Now that the Old Codger is Dead, some have enough Bravery to lift up their Heads + let their Light shine.

We give Credit where Credit is due - FROM THE EDITORS-
R&H. H.E.DOUGLASS in a Series of Articles sept.4 to Dec.4,1975. Worth reading especially Oct.30,1975.Nov.27, 1975 would not have been Bad, had he not made the Terrible mistake of quoting Arthur Spalding. And thus confused everyone. But all this is bringing about a SPLIT in the Church, which is long over-due. "LONG LIVE THE DIFFERENCE!" See FROOM p 363 and then compare with this:

CONDITIONAL AMNESTY! "When, through FAITH in Jesus Christ, man does according to the very BEST of his ability, and seeks to keep the way of the Lord by OBEDIENCE to the Ten Commandments, the Perfection of Christ is impure to cover the Transgression of the REPENTANT + OBEDIENT soul."

PCE 135. (Do not try to tie this in with the SPALDINGS=WAGGONERS=BRINSMeads=WAXTONS=FROOMS=CLEVELANDS=WRIGHTS.) "Christ calls, Come out from among them, and be ye Separate." Series B 7:63. (205.)"Long live the Difference!"
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"Satan uses those who CLAIM to believe the Truth, but whose LIGHT has become DARKNESS, as-his-mediuns to utter his FALSEHOODS and transmit his DARKNESS. They are FOOLISH VIRGINS indeed, choosing DARKNESS rather than LIGHT... The State of the Church re-presented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE... "I know thy works"... "I will spew thee out of my Mouth...

"To him that OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with me in my Throne, even as I also OVERCAME, and am set down with my Father in his Throne." RH A2:419,420. 1890.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"Since the time of the Minneapolis meeting, I have seen the State of the Laodicean Church as never before. I have heard the REBUKE of God spoken to those who feel so well-satisfied, who know not their spirit-u-al DESTITUITION... LIKE THE JEWS, many have closed their eyes lest they should see; but... knew not that they were poor, and miserable, and blind, and naked... all such are FOOLISH VIRGINS...

"Jesus will HELP those who seek him with all their hearts, to OVERCOME the world, the flesh, and the Devil... you will be given a NEW, an IMMORTAL name." RH A2:421,425. Aug.26 - Sept.16, 1890.

"Every member of his Church militant must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the Church triumphant." FCE 179. 1891.

"The WARNING for the LAST Church... The LAODICEAN Message... must go to ALL the Churches." 6T:77.

"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the destroying Angel will follow, to slay utterly both old and young." 5T:505. DA 152. RH A2:255. 5T:13,511.

A
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

Production.
HE CANNOT + YOU CANNOT!

KD+A tried to Save (in their Role as self-elected Church Leaders) - TM 78-80. "The Congregation is Holy every ONE of them!" That Message went over Big. History was + is Repeated for the Jews in Old Jerusalem - led by the High Priest Caiaphas (FROOM!) + Barabbas (BRINSMEAD!) and Judas (HOUTEFF!) all hold the very same Doctrine.

THE "BIG THREE" stood ready to Kill anyone that did not have: "FAITH" in their ill-fated: "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION! The 1st. Chapter + the entire Book: "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" was Written to give this Warning.
That is why they CHANGED it: - in 1888.
That was Part of the BIG FIGHT of 1888.
That is why they Clamped the Lid on 1888.

YOU CANNOT!

You CANNOT go along with the SHEPHERD'S ROD=AWAKENING + at the same Time believe the ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" the TRUTHS of "MY FIRST VISION" of the 144,000 + the 10 Virgin Parable! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.

In the Days of Lot + Noah they preferred to stay with the Establishment also! No Church went into the Ark. No Church went OUT of Gomorrah or Jerusalem. Yet their very Salvation == depended on SEPARATION!
You CANNOT deny this basic TRUTH! History is REPEATED! The Lord is holding the 4 Winds to give His Saints a chance to accept this TRUTH! This LAST MESSAGE !!!! EW 38,44.

HE CANNOT:

"The figure of spewing out of His Mouth means:
that HE CANNOT................offer up your Prayers or
HE CANNOT...(offer) your expressions of Love to God.
HE CANNOT...endorse your Teachings of His Word or
HE CANNOT...(endorse)your Spiritual Work in anywise!
HE CANNOT......present your Religious Exercises with
(6T:408)...........the request that Grace be given you."

AND HE CANNOT............5T:80.

"THE FRIEND OF GOD"

"Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNS!" 4T:615,173,180,185,200,396. 5T:592,689.
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